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Rev. Jackson Calls For
Assault On Big Business

15 CENTS

Patterson: HDP
Sadly Misunderstood

Hundreds 'of angry protesters emphasizing that this was a , the so-call
ed magic circle.
mobbed the regular board moral issue," she added.
The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, CORE leader Roy Innis who
Most of the reading in the priCongress, said "black people
meeting of Memphis Board of The Human
Developmentl mary grades is already done
over the weekend suggested warned of what he called remust reject the myth that there
Education last Friday. It is be- Program has been called meth- in small
that blacks unite in an "eco- curring cycles of legislation and
groups" he continued.
is a gap between the ideologies
lieved that because of the litera- ods to "sensitivity sessions, Along
nomic cold war" on big busi- court decisions that will "enwith Mr. Patterson,
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
ture passed out, many of the communist influences, voodoo there
ness.
are others who agree
slave" blacks through integra- and Malcolm.
persons were members of the and cannibalism."
Attending the first Congresa tion, as he said the former
that the HDP is to help young
"Had they lived and been
Kul Klux Klan, the Whites Charles Patterson, Director people
of African People in Atlanta, "separate but equal" doctrin
broaden their self awaree Invited to this Congress," he
Citizns Cduncil and the John of Race Relations for the Mem- ness
Jackson made his comment at did,
and sharpen their comsaid, "they would have brought
Birch
Society
.
phis Board of Education, said.' munication skins.
a news conference. Jackson "The new tactic is to intethe ideal key to what the ConThe protest stems from con- "When I read these comments
also charged that there is a grate blacks and control them,"
gress is talking about."
cern over the Human Develop- by people who are opposed to William Cox. principal Chi"systematic plan" to "destroy" he said.
Jackson told newsmen "the
sent Program which is to be the program it does not seem ,t.aao Park Elementary School
blacks under the guise of inte- Jackson, who said he
r
was decision black people must
implem
ented this fall in the that they are talking about the stated "It is an excellent progration.
laying his career on the line in make, particularly those in the
;gram. It is not anything that
•
public
ichools.
Also present at the news con- support of the Pan
, same program."
,good teachers have not done
African United States, is that they
ii....
Accord
ing to the Memphis "F'irst of
ference
with Jackson
all" he adds, "the ;through the year's. I feel that
was movement promoted by the should stress programs
and Shelby County Human Re-.1110
for
is'new to us only in name 'it will help the child broaden his
black people."
ations Commission the Pro-iThe
methods are not new to insights in general in respect
The Congress, which grew
. i gram is designed to bring about lus.
What the writers have done to all people."
_----t I better communicatio
out of the merger last year of
.
n' between his drawn the methods
and tech • the national and international
pupil and teacher and amonginiques
we've already used and I, • In any program you will
' .• .
' 111 the Students themselves. Other 1g
black power conferences, end- 4,
see it in
iven them to teachers in a find people• who
ed Monday with addresses by "Miss •Black MSU,'" 'Gladys Hunter, is shown receiving a
'another vem d ue witil
goals include the development:manual and
o their exscholar
ship
daily
award
from
guide."
David Acey, acting coordinator of a positive self-image
Georgia State Rep. Julian Bond
of in
"There is nothing new about'
of the Black Students Association. as Dean Ernest
and poet Le Roi Jones.
See Page 2
K. Da- dividual worth within each• .
vis.
Dean
of
Studen
t
Relatio
ns,
looks on."
Medically disabled citizens Poplar ave., Memphis 38103. It has been stressing unity
child,
and
the
develo
pment
of .`
among blacks around the world, —
who will not be able to go to
— a sense of responsibility for
For further information, call with
the polls on November 3rd may
followup programs "conone's own actions upon another
534-9521.
centrate ties" among them.
still vote absentee by mail.'
individual.
Miss Minerva J. Johnican,
First step for the medically
librarian Colonial Elementary,
handicapped is to write *for
1 Rev. Curtis Byrd, and A 1 but was cheated out
LILLIAN B. HODGES
of his School stated, "It was most
absentee voting application. All
'group of citizens filed a qualify. votes like former mayor
William 'disgusting to see and hear
voters who will be voting by
'ing petition for James 1. Tay- B. Ingram who
brought to, the State Representative Bob Hawk
mail for medical reasons must
lot% district 5 State Repre-1 public that the
(ARKANSAS CORRESPONDENT)
‘vhole election 1 whom Negroes have supported
fill out a formal application.
,
scntative in the November 3rd i was fraud to :he
citizens
oftin past elections, join a conThe request for the applicageneral :Election as an In.temphis and Shelby
•
,..,:•::mip.
County 'troversial group of racists and
tion should include the voter's
dependen candidate.
denoun
ce
such an excellent
name, address, signature, and
BLYHEVILLE. Ark. (UPI) — Fifty persons were arrestThe supporters of James 1.11 James
will be list' I. Taylor
-,
- program that would contribute ed during firebom
the fact that the application is
Taylor drafted him because ed on the November 3rd ballot
bing•and racial violence early last week
James Brown, "The Living gave up over $30,000 in book- they felt
;towards a greater Memphis." only a few hours after the
desired for medical reasons.
that he had won the as an Independent
funeral of a Negro shot as he
candidate' "Mr. Hawks blatantly de- picketed a grocery
Legend" — King of Soul, ings to commute between last August 6
owned by a white m
primary election from district 5.
The application which will will
Inounced any racial implications
continue his roaring sea- Boston, Rochester and Wash- —
Six businesses were firebombed and 17 extra wits of
be sent upon request will inson with a show in Memphis, ington, D. C., to play his
the Arkansas State Police were moved into the city. At dawn,
clude a medical certificate
Sept. 12. 8:45 p.m. at the part in quelling the distura police captain described the 'situation as "quiet right now."
which must be completed by a
Mid-South Coliseum.
bances. In less than three
The firebombings and window breakings followed the fuphysician ... Deadline for reBrown. 37, ts not only King days he had flown his private
neral for Carter Williams. 37. the picket who was killed by
ceiving requests is Oct. 26.
a
of Soul but also a humanitari- Lear-Jet
over
3000
miles One hundred civic, political, Sept. 14-15 — Lowenstein's
Medical disability is the only
one year and in Shelby County single blast from a .9 gauge shotgun Friday as he and other
an.
labor
and
religio
just
us
betwee
leaders
n
the three cities.
iEast, Poplar Plaza.
blacks marched in front of the grocery owned by Ernest
excuse for remaining inside
for three months.
In 1969 LOOK MAGAZINE He walked the burning ghetto met last Tuesday night to con-I Sept. 16-17
Shelby county and voting ab— Map South When registering for the first1 B. Ray, 55.
called singer James Brown streets in Washington urging tinue formulating plans for a IBuilding.
Ray has been charged with first degree Murder in the
878 Mississippi.
sentee. All other mail requests
time or re-registering you will
the most important black man youngsters to get into their massive Voter Registration and Sept.
shooting. He was bound over, Monday to the Mississippi Coun18-19 — Giant Foodsfineed identification.
must bear an out-of-country
in America today. This state- houses.
Voter Education Camjiaign. 1019 Highwa
y 51 South.
postmark, and will be received ment was
1 If you have moved a new ty grand jury.
resente
Theme
d
by
of the Citizen's Drop- • You may register
For
some
is
work
during
the
disThe store most heavily damaged by the firebombings was
no earlier than Sept. 24.
to
vote
if
!regist
ration card must be ispoliticians and social workers, turbances, Brown was cited Partisan Registration CamdCgn you
have lived in Tennessee for sued.
a used furniture store which Ray once owned. Police said he
Address ot the Shelby County according
to reports, &it may by the mayors of all three is "Operation 100" with a goel —
recently sold it to a relative.
Election Commission is 157 not have
-- been an exaggeration. cities and W. M. Lombard, of taking black registration
Those i•rrested were jailed on charges of malicious misThe singer himself claims he Chief of Police in Rochester over the 100,000 mark. Itlev.
chief, carrying weapons and similar charges. A police cap.:17.01,f7 doesn't want to be a leader, followe
S.B.
Kyles, Co-chairiban
d Brown's appearance
tain said some persons were held for investigation of arson.
"just an example and a man in that city on April 6 ol Minister's Division, Sritanced
All were identified as local residents.
I want black kids to be able that fateful week with the plans for a Minister's Banquet
Leatietis of the civil' rights organizaitoti COMBAT an d
to point at me and see a hard- following statement:
in an effort to involve more of
Black United Youth were among an estimated 1,200 mourners
working, honest man who
"Your remarks to those pre- the ministers in the communiMonday at the funeral for Williams.
made it . . . and for them to
sent were a major contribu- ty. Several Black workers made
Cato Brooks an organizer of COMBAT (Community Orfeel that if they stay in
tion to maintaining peace reports as a result of door-toganization Methods Build Absolute Teamwork), said he and
school and work hard they
and tranquility in our coin door canvassing. Tenant Assoother civil rights workers planned to stay in Blytheville "tmcan make it too."
ciation presidents have been
munity."
til some changes are made."
While quick to talk about New
York Senator Jacob contacted and issued material
SWEET WILLIE WINE TO SPEAK IN
the social situation in Ameri- Javits
to get each housing project
CRITTENDEN COUNTY
ca today, Brown, only modest- messag insisted that Brown's completely canvassed.
e to blacks, heard
The Crittenden County Improvement Association West
ly refers to his own position nationa
lly on NBC-TV news This week's supplemental
Memphis Chapter plans a mass meeting Monday Night
as a leader of black youth. and other
at
Greater Mt. Zion Baptist Church, 400 N. 9th St. pastore
networks, be in- registration stations in areas
d
While a black power advo- cluded
Elder A. C. Ware. The guest speaker will be the Directo by
in the Congressional convenient to black citizens
cate in the capitalisitic sense, Record.
r of
are:
WE THE PEOPLE CAMPAIGN Mr. Lance (Sweet
Brown tells America to "com- In July,
Willie
1969, Brown be- Sept.
Wine) Watson. The topic of his speech will be
2-3
municate . . . not hate." In came t*
Black LibPicPac Food
firth black man to re- Store,
eration Movement. All interested persons are asked
addition he understands mill ceive the
1170 S. Bellevue.
to please
annual Humanitarian Sept.
be present.
tants and told LOOK that "a Award
4-5
—
Southla
nd
Mall.
presented
by
The purpose of this meeting has grown out of several probthe Sept. 4-5 —
militant is just a cat who B'nai
Police Center,
B'rith's Association of
lems facing black people in Arkansas. Racial violenc
688 Hastings.
was never allowed to be a the Perfor
e which
ming Arts in New
occurred in Blytheville, Arkansas and the shooting of
man." However, he pleaded York City.
a Black
Sept. 9-10 — Katz Drugs,
Civil
Rights
Activiti
st
in that city.
for youngsters to get off the "My
THE DEAL IS CLOSED: Rev. W. A, Suggs, president of
people put me on top," 2256 Lamar.
Last Monday there was a mass walk out bx Black
streets, to "learn . . . not says the
Stusinger.
Sept. 11-12 — Giant Foods, The Memphis and Shelby County Alumni Association is
dents due to alleged Desegregation irregularities.
burn." following the tragic
During the
shown
with
A.
Maceo
Walker
, president of Universial Life
"I owe them for what I am Southgate Shopping Center.
Walk
out
it
was
reported that 3 white men in a car
death of Dr. Martin Luther today. I
Insurance Co. and The Tri-State Bank after closing the
only wish that I Sept. 11-12 —
to run some of the children clOwn, not seeing a stopattempted
Baker's Center, under-writing agreement to bring
King.
sign the
was able to help out more. Church
the
Tennes
see
State-Kenwhite men ran into a truck. The organization has
St., Millington.
JAMES BROWN
During the week that follow- Nothing I
tucky Stat.r football ball game to Memphis on September
asked Govcan do for my Sept. 14-15 — Russell
ernor
Rockefe
ller to send in Black State Troopers U
ed Dr. King's death. Brown people
's Phar- 19 at Crump Stadium. The Tri-State Bank
aid in
is too much."
handled the unthe tight situation. There are 202 blacks in to
macy, 2448 Chelsea.
565 Whites in
der writing for the game.
the area.

Medically Disabled
Can Vote Nov. 3rd

Taylor To Run Again

King Of Soul
Back Again

ARKANSAS NEWS SCOPE

4..„..:,.

Citizens Push For Voter Registration

The

Beale Street--01d.....Proud.....Notorious
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pickpockets skilled, and business never closed till
EDITOR'S NOTE—The city of Memphis his
somebody
found
it neces- got killed . . you'd see places once pkaces, now just
sary to destroy the Famous Old Beak
a sham
Street, which holds . . . and enough golden balls to pave
the New Jerusalem . .
a significant spot in the History of Memphi
s and the country. and if Beale Street could talk, if Beale Street
Many people have expressed great sorrow
would talk, many
at. the death of a marrietl man would take up his bed and
walk .
this famous old street. The Tri-State
. except
Defender has enlisted one or two who never drink booze, and
the blind men on the
the historical talents of Nat D. Williams.
columnist for the corners singing the "Beale Street Blues"
. . . saying, "I'd
Tri-State Defender to do a series on the
Famous old street. rather be here than any place I knew
. . . and it's gamma
IMMIIIIIIIMMIMMetothimmatiout**4. vicetoeimiewameme*wireem#04,,,,.,,::.4ss take a police sergeant just for to Make me go—
.Mr.Handy
had caught the demimonde flavor, of what Beale
Street epiBy NAT D. WILLIAMS
tomized to the ordinary black man. chained in the ghetto.
Beale Stret is gone .
. but true to the old song. -the
memory lingers on" For those who know something
of the
street's past the memories are precitus.
There used to be a day when, if one were aske
d,
"Where're you going, fella?", and the reply was "Down
on
Beale" . . . immediately there would be conjured up
in the
mind - suggestions of fun, frolic, frivolity, and a fervor
for
hard, fast living with a black, brown, and beige background.
For. although Beale Street was the "place where the blues
began," it was also "the place where a man expected to lose
his blues." The famed thorofare was the black man's Heaven and Heil at one and the same time. It depended on
some
hind of Fate . . . or the roll ti the dice or the
state of the
x,eather, or the mood of the cop on a Beale Street "heat,
"
at a given time. If a knowledgeable Memphian was blue and
didn't know what to dt . . .he just took a stroll along the "avenue" . . . . and "dug" the sounds that came floating
through
. . . along about midnight
when they closed the windows
and dimmed the lights . . . to hide their doings from a
stranger's sight . .
and everything would start going just right
. . . along about midnight."
That is the way it was when Beale Street was in its
heyday. The time span covered was from approximately
170 till 1940. During that seventy-year period Beale Street
became one of the most "famous" or "notorious" fdepepding on your outlook) streets in the world. The great composer, W. C. Handy caught the essence of it in one of his
first and best-known blues, by formulating a patter telling
why one should "see" Beale Street "first.- Mr. Handy said.
"You'd see hog-nose restaurants and chitlin' cafes . . . and
thing to remind you oh bygone days . . • you'd seepretty
browns, dressed in beautiful gowns . . . you'd see tailormades and hand-me-downs . . . you'd see honest men and

But 'Beale Street was more than that. It was long the cenBeale Street Baptist Church, now Progressive Baptist
ter of black business and professional life for Memphis and
, was
started by ex-slaves at. Beale and Main in 189. It
the Mid-South. The best location for a black doctor's or denbecame a
black center. Men like 'General U. S. Grant and Preside
tist's office was on Beale Street. The handful of black lawnt
Theodore Roosevelt graced is doors. Avery Chapel
yers hung out their shingles on "the avenue." The first black
AME
Church, perhaps the oldest black Methodist ohurch
drugstores, the best black restaurants and hotels, the first black
in Memphis, was located for years on Fourth, just a
stone's throw
insurance offices, the leading undertaking establishments, the
from Beale Street. Once noted Tabernacle Baptist
first black banks, centered on Beale Street. LeMoyne "t h e
Church was
situated on Turley Street, also just a stone's throw
capstone of Mid-South black education was first lotated on
from
Beale. Some of the nation's most noted black
preachers and
Beale Street.
evangelists, God's Trombones, launched their career
s on Beak
The first and oldest black Baptist Church in Memphis, once
Street.
The Beale Street entertainment legend got its
real start
when centers like the New Daisy, the Palace Theate
r and the
Old Daisy were opened around 1912, Spia Thespians
like "Pine.
top," Florence Mills, Fats Waller, Leadbelly Handy
Ella
Fitzgerald, Duke Ellington. and scores of others
. . . from
Bert Williams to "Funny" Bones and Rufus
Thomas, cast
their lights on Beale and help add to its fame.
The Beale Street world of saloons and plush night
spots
ike "Pee-Wee's where the bues were first penned
the
Panama Cafe, the Monarch Cafe. and last but not least, old
the
popular On Minute, the hot dog heaven, flourished
in
"great days." Hammitt Ashford's exploits as a saloon t h e
-keeper
received national publicity. The name Keen became
synonymous with good shoes on Beak Street. The Beale Street
pawnshops were known as "poor, black men's banks."
Negro' fraternal orders sueh as the Mammies, the
Odd
Fellows, and others placed their headquarters on
or near
Beale Street. The Hooks Photographic Studios efijoyed a
'nation-wide reputation. The first black newspapers in
Memphis
and the Mid-South were located on Beale Street . . and
one
of the first Beak Street editors was the late Dr. W.
E. B.
Du Bois, with a close second being a black woman. Mrs.
Ida
B. Wells, who published i Beale Street newspaper
Beale
Street's best-known author Col George W. Lee, mainta
ins his
office on Beale Street. R. R. Church-dr, the politician
had his
there too.
• .
Yep the shambles that is Beale street as of this moment
are stark reminders that "Beale Street Mama," once had
a
glamorous past, and the ghost of Bessie Smith. the Queen
of
the Blues," can still leave echoes- of an old nostalgic
desire
for a "pig-foot and a bottle of beer."-- on Beak Street.
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The Community Relations
Climaxes Baseball Seasons
Any person who has a free
Friday and would like to get involved in a worthwhile prograii
they would never forget should
contact the Police Department's
Community Relations Bureau
at 527-6681, Sta. 5138. Needed are
persons who can fix hair, manicure nails, shampoo hair, or
else just to talk to the ladies
or assist the person fixing the
hair.
This project has had a
successful beginning because of
the cooperation and enthusiasm
we have received from Mrs.
Altura Lee, owner of "Allure
Lee's Beauty School" located
at 237 Vance St. Mrs. Lee has
allowed 4 to 6 of her students
to participate in this program.
These students have been of
VOLUNTEERS — Pictured from left are Misses Margaiei
great aid and value, going beMoore and Dorothy Johnson, hair stylists, who are involvyond the student category by
ed in the Community Relations Bureau of the Memphis
receiving praise from experiPolice Depeartment's Unique Project. 'These along with
The police department first enced and professional operaother hair stylists, are transported to the Arlington HosHari Off?
became aware of this 642 acre tors.
pital for the Mentally retarded in Arlington Tenn., for the
hospital and school last Christhair.
patients
purpose of fixing the female
.2rid Big Week
mas when they learned there The students have expressed
_
was no playground equipment a desire to return to the hospital
available for the young people because of the inward feeling
there. Through concerned citi- of satisfaction they received
zens this has been partially and the valuable experience and
remedied, and the 430 residents knowledge they obtain from
ers have been doing all over
Continued From Page 1
,now have a limited amount of these trips.
the country and put them in
recreational equipment. This
oms,, form of a manual for new teachhospital & school has the space The Police Department ack- periences—mores, cust
ers so they will not have to waitfor 650 residents but because nowledges their appreciation trachtion, etc."
of limited state funds, no new for these wonderful students Ethel Brooks, principal Alcy before they give students a self
i patient can be added until the taking of their own time to be- Road Elementary School, com- concept and establish relation.end of the fiscal year of July, come involved in such a worth- rnented "The program will be ship with their peers."
while community project.
of great benefit to the boys and According to Sid Hartsfield,
1971
and girls."
Supervisor Prospect Elemenprincipal, Joseph tary Guidance and PsychoAnother
Wilkerson, Hyde Park Ele- logical Service, "HDP's method
mentary said "The program is is a way to develop initiative GODFREY crimit DGE
RAYMOND ST JACQUES
something that should have and to cause children to think
twenty
or
TWO
DETECTIVES
along constructive lines."
Illeen in the school ten
years ago."
He says "A lot of people are ONLY A MOTHER
Mr. Wilkerson believes that listening to sources that are
COULD LOVE!
the "people are uninformed" not true. From an educational
I who protest to the program and standpoint, I cannot see anythat there is nothing "commun- thing that would suggest sen- R
istic or even geared towards sitivity."
sensitivity training to be read Many persons concede that
A bevy of glamorous models Three months of planning and
into
the program."
the program is good, and as
in a setting of low lights and production went into the ChanGuidance and far as school life, it is no more
Supervisors
of
high fashion. A mad, mad scene, nel 5 special, which includes a
Psychological Services for the than value judgment, where
in Overton Park. A fond glance
Memphis Board of Education the teachers try to instill within
elaborately
staged
number
of
backward to the 30's. And the
also
expressed their views in the students better values. It
Fall Fashion collection of de- fashion s e q uences. Gladys
signer Chester Weinberg, re- Kozik provides script and com- favor of the program and re- also seeks to improve human
cipient of the 1970 Coty Fashion mentary, and Barry Fuller is jected any notions of adverse relations and promote undercriticisms.
standing, s o urces indicate.
Award.
producer, with set design and
William Grimes, supervisor Superintendent E.C. Stimbert
special
effects
by
Larry
MorThese are some of the featurKlondike Elementary Guidance stated that the program is
es in the WMC-TV thirty-minute ton.
and Psychological Service ob- "typical of what a good teacher
SALUTE TO MEMPHIS FASH- Jay Perkins directs served that "there is nothing would do anyway, and no critic
at 1.00 300 5 00 7 00 900
ION WEEK special, scheduled SALUTE TO MEMPHIS FASH- in the program similar to sen- of the program has cited a
Adults Si 00
13
for 5:30 p. m. Sunday. Sept.
ION WEEK. The program is sitivity training. The Directors page where it takes off on
The program will also offer sponsored by Levy's.
of HDP have taken things teach- sensitivity, or communism."
advice on how to wear the new
effectively,
and
lengths most
how to capture the "look of
today."

The Community
Relations this bureau coordinate a pro-'female patients ivith the latest
Bureau of the Memphis Police gram in which hair stylists are hair sylles.
Department recently undertook transported to the Arlington These beauticians give of their
a unique type of project Every 'Hospital for the Mentally Re- own free time, feeling that the
second and fourth Friday of,tarded in Arlington, Tennessee, best way to lift a person's spirit
each month, the officers MIfor the purpose of fixing the is through personal appearance.

HARD FOUGHT VICTORY
Pictured is
Police Chief Henry Lux and Police Director Frank Holloman with the "B rave s"
captain Harold Boyd, along with Patrolman D. T. Yarbrough who worked closel
with the team as their coach. Harold I e d
the team to 16 victories to capture the sin•

rang trophy. The boys were treated to a
luncheon in the Conference Room at C e ntral Police Station where the awards were
presented. In addition to the trophy, each
of the 11 youths on the team received a
transistor radio trom the Police Department.

The reason the second and
fourth Friday was picked is because every second and Fourth
Saturday, a dance is held at
the hospital for the patients, and
these volunteers wanted the
women to look their best for this
event. Eight to ten volunteers,
specialized in hair styling, always make the trip, with transportation furnished by the
police department, and stay
from 4 to 6 hours each visit.
They not only fix the girl's hair,
but also give personal advice
on good grooming, eating habits
how to manicure the fingernails
etc. Believing that children
learn by seeing others practice
everyday grooming
methods
that the average person takes
for granted.

Patterson: HOP

WMC-Trs
Fashion Special

"BRAVES" WIN CHAMPIONSHIP — T h e
Police Service Center No. I "Braves" won
the baseball league championship to defeat
the Lauderdale Court "Blues" 9 to 5. Pic•
Owed are some of the policemen involved
in the summer baseball project and members of the "Braves" team. From left first
row: Charles Green, Ben Jones, Police
Chief Henry Lux, Harold Boyd (t e a m
— -

captain), Ronald Boyd, Michael Bennett
Best Sportsman Award), Lt. Felix, a n d
Robert Miller. Back row from left: Assist•
ant Chief Rout(, Patrolman D. T. Y a rbrough, Kerry Graham. Ronald Alexander,
Wayne Mayes, Donald Boyd, Johnny Shaw
Most Valuable Player), Officer Newman,
and Warrant Officer Rodgers. All the boys
received transistor radios.
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4 BIG DAYS

Pk%
01011N

t Wednesday- Thursday- Friday -Saturday...

The world's number one entertainer

JAMES BROWN
23,piece
SOUL on TOP ORCHESTRA
••••••••

September 9-10-11-12

The

Chi Wes
Betty Wright ••••••• The
"I like your Loving".

"pure Love"
"The Girls can't Do What the Guys Do"

BYRD
BOBBY
"I Need Help"

,e

HONEY AND THE BEES ••• THE I. B's ••• The New Breed Band
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12 8:45 P. M.
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imously to establish a National
Black Lay Organization. This
National Black Lay organization will serve as an effective
vehicle to uni f y all b la c k
catholics in destroying the
BENEFIT!Annual Choir Day Sunday. Sept.
SINGERS GIVE
, The first National Convention hours of the morning. Special overt racism prevalent in toPROGRAM
,20 at 3 p. m.
,of Black Lay Catholics closing emphasis was placed On the d a v 's American C a t bolic
Mrs. Maggie Cottrell, Mrs. T. Laymen seen helping to make The Gospel True Singers and The program will visualize its three day session at Catho- "Black Man and the 70s' and
Church that, aftects all black
Bolden, Mrs. Marie Coe, Mrithe evening pleasant were: Mr. the Dixie Ayers will sponsor the deceased members and lic University this morning the "Roman Catholic Church people in this country.
and Mrs. John Wicks, Rev and10. T. Peeples. newly elected a Benefit Program for the Pas- their faithfulness to the Choir. voted to present to the Most in America."
The Steering Committee of
Mrs.'general secretary of the board tor of the General Assembly Music will be by the Choir Rev. Luigi Raimondi, Apostolic
By RAYMELLE L. CARHEE Mrs. William
Smith
of fin ce, Mr. Laymon John- Church on Kennedy Street. Sun- No. i and the Little Jackson Delegate of the United States After carefully examining the National Black Lay COPThe T e nnessee
Christian Louise Sanford, Mrs. Maggie son of Brownsville, Tenn., Mr. day, Sept. 20, at 3 p. m.
first rechorus.
at his residence on Embassy the non-responsive role of the vention will hold its
Methodist Laymen presented L. Lynom, Mrs. Carrie Wilson, Leroy Suttles, Mr. Jarman of
a American Hierarchy, the Gen- gional meeting in Chicago, 1111will
inparticipating
G.
W.
Groups
Covington
is
in
Washington,
D.
C.,
president.
Road
thdr twelfth Annual Expansion Mrs. 011ie Thompson, Mr. Jackson, Tenn., Mr. E. L. PenFurther
Maxwell Singers, Rev. 0. C. Crivens, pastor.
statement and resolutions pass. eral Assembly went on recor4 nois in October, 1970.
Fund Banquet bn Friday night, Charles Pickens, Mrs. Velma der, Mr. S. H. Bronaugh of cltide, the
the
for
plans
first
and
Catholics
and
programs
as
to
be
• * •
Southern Jubilees, Traveling
ed by delegates of the General
Aug. 14, 1970, 8 p.m., at the Penn Williams Rev. and Mrs. Jackson, Tenn.* Mr. L. R Cunof resolutions
blacks
last.
implementation
clog_
Spiritual
behind
Stars,
Memphis
Four,
meeting
SAINT ANDREW TO HAVE Assembly
Chines Plaza Hotel. The guest Elmo Ryans, Mrs. Alice Bai- ningham, Jackson, Mr. Danny
Coming together for the first including a possible papal audChristian Harmonizers, United OLD FASHION REVIVAL
ed doors.
speaker for the evening was ley, Rev. and Mrs. T. C. Light- Thomas and others.
time
in this Convention were ience will be tackled at the
others.
Singing
Union,
and
Revival Services
ces, conducted The special AD HOC Ster- Black Catholics from across Steering Committee meeting in
Bishop Chester A. Kirkendoll, foot, Mrs. Ressie Cartwright,
• • •
by Rev. J. H. Hall of Greenfield ring Committee gave serious
President Bishop of the Fifth Mks. Erma Jones, Rev. E. L. Out of town guests were:
the United States, voting unan- Chicago.
Episcopal District who was at Brown, Rev. Mrs. Louise Mrs. Mattie Kirkendoll (mother BAPTIST TO HOLD "'LIGHTED Miss, will begin at St. Andrew consideration to the resolutions
---A. M. E. Church Sept. 6-11.
his best. Bishop Kirkendall be- Lynom Ivery, Rev. R. C. Georg of Bishop Kirkendoll),), Mrs. CHURCH FELLOWSHIP"
passed and selected by the five
Rev.
E.
M. Martin is pastor. Workshops that dealt with
gan his message by saying that Jr., and Rev. and Mrs. W. E. Cleo Gaines (sister of Bishop Churches that are members
• * •
we are in a fixed period. We Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Sut- Kirkendoll) both from Kansas of the National Baptist Conventhese issues until the wee
tion, USA, Inc., will keep their JOAN GOLDEN TO MC PROCity, Kans.
are passing through this fixed tles
GRAM
'
lights burning all night Sept. 11.
period, nationally, internationA ROMAN
This will serve as a symbol Mrs. Joan E. W. Golden, of
ally. Wars have had impact
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Radio
concern
and
of
the
Baptists
Station
W.
L.
0.
K.
will
politically, socially on our
CATHOLIC NUN
M.
Place Your Order Now
C. the and Anniversary
dedication to giving moral and
times. It can rightly be said
who worked among
spiritual light to the dark cor- Celebration of the f a m ous
that the Vietnam War is one of
just
For Individuals And Groups
Negroes and Indians
ners of Anterican life. Also, Southern Male Chorus with
the verions of this society movafter rhe Civil War, to
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
it will be an invitation to all who Mrs. Nettie Rodgers Sunday,
ing backwards. The quest
learn more about her, free!
Sept.
day,
13,
night
or
1970
by
at
break
the
law
the
C.M.E.
for freedom is sought by people
TAILORS
CUSTOM
to give themselves to a higher Publishing House 531 So. Park- Mother Katharine
everywhere. Man was made to
and better way of life by the way E.
be free. He must enjoy the
Drexel Guild,
power and strength of Him who Featured will be Mt. Paran
hberties of the son of the King.
INC.
Baptist
Church Choir, Mr.
made and redeemed all.
Sisters of the
Bishop
Kirkendoll further
.John
Stott,
The
Fannie
Clark
11,
the
Baptist
JA 7-9320
Also on Sept.
248 Vance Ave.
stated that we are now in a
'Blessed Sacrament,
Organization will conduct an Singers. Mrs. Sarah Lofton,
new world. This is a new day
Monlphis, Tennessee
1663 BRISTOL PIKE
tall night prayer service at the the Anna Brown Singers, Mr.
for the church, a new day for
Welter
Crowder.
and
St.
Peters
What You Ask he And
Makes
Coleperrp
New
Church,
YOUR
First Baptist,
Cornwell Heights, Pa.19020
opportunity. Note one of Jesus
Young Adult Choir.
Cnotes Whet You Think or
Annual
90th
the
Orleans
where
sayings "Upon this rock I build
Session of.the National Baptist '
my church ... "The church is
Convention will convene.
here to stay, we need not deAll Americans are asked to
• bate this issue. Can the Chrisparticipate in both observances.
tian Church live and function
Rev. Roy Love is Chairman
in a world like this? Will the
for Memphis.
corruption in the world per- •
We are announcing the opening of the most modern and beautiful beauty school in
meate the church? This issue
OBSERVES
ANZION
MT.
Mid-South.
the
The
should be faced boldly.
CANDIDATE FOR BAPTISM . . Mrs. Frances Hall, 80
NUAL YOUTH DAY
speaker challedged the laymen wat the oldest candidate for Baptism at the circuit Asare looking for 50 eligible students who have completed the 10th grade education
We
Hides That GRAY
The Youth Department of
by asking them, What ought sembly of Jehovah's Witnesses last weekend. She lives at
of its equivalent.
proof
or
Mt. Zion AME Church, 118 West
The lasting Way
the laymen of the 1st Episco- 936 Crockett St. and is associated with the Klondike ConYouth
For
Trigg
will
observe
Annual
just
17
information
In
reeirrodes
concerning our limited free scholarships (sponsored by a local founpal District do to help the
gregation.
even •
Day, Sunday Sept. 13.
dation) contact Mrs. Ann Richmond at 946-5011 or Mrs. Delores Milam at 946-8572
CME lay live? What kind of
dull, faded hair becomes younger looking,
Mrs. Ouida Catchings, wife
world does the Christian Church
dark and lustrous, radiant
:• • or 276-1449.
of NEA President James Catchwith highlights. STRAND
live in? The Christian Church
Hair
Coloring
won't
rub off
ings, and a Guidance Counselor
proclaims to exist in a peaceor wash out. Safe with per.
in the City School System will;
manents,too. Choice Wr
ful world. Rightly and boldly
5 natural shades
:be the featured speaker at 3:3e
did Bishop Kirkendoll say when
At your drug or
p.m.
he stated that the "Christian
cosmetic counter.
The
invited.
Rev.
public
is
Church holds the balance of
B. R. Booke
.
r, Son is pastor.
power in the world. The church I
•
can tilt the scale toward brothBLACK STRAND
SAINT
STEVENS
HOLD
CHOIR
erhood and peace. The Christi(AT DAN NY TH
NEW!4 CAPSULE $1.19
an Church has the key to man's Some of them thought that conquer him by getting him to': DAY
M A S)::::•:0o:o9*$:;99990;eak:i:94
St.
Stevens
Baptist
Church
Nothing
*Ito
buy
to
highest a s pi rations." The it would present some problems become involved with the world
St
Will
hold
its
church must set new goals. It as a convention site. "But we politically, but Jesus followed 508 N. Third
must bring salvation to all have learned to thrive on prob- the right course according to
peoples. The church must bring lems in convention planning," Saia.
to the lives of the members declared James A. Fields, cir- -This is the decade of desthe Grace of God. The Church cuit minister in West Tenn- tiny," he said. "As Christian:
should symbolize something. a essee. With the closing of their Witnesses of Jehovah" he
fountain of hope, a place that convention at Highland Towers told the assembly, "we can be
God has blessed — good, right- last weekend, Jehovah's Witnes- conquerors of the world as
eous and decent. In closing, the ses in the Mid-South. spoke to Jesus was."
Bishop further challenged the an audience of 2,198 on the sub- 35 ministers were ordained
laymen by telling them to help ject "Who Will Conquer the in a ceremony of water immersion at the baptismal pool
your church become the church World in the 1970's?"
in
at
258 S. Somerville Saturday
leading
contenders
"The
symbol for all.
Some early arrivals seen for the struggle for world conquest morning. Delegates heard the
internationally as the announcement Saturday eventhe well attended banquet are billed
East
and
the West," he said. ing that circuit reorganization
were: Mrs. Tealie McClendon,
"We are all affected by the and growth had increased the
Mrs. Lugerta Strong, Rev. Holstruggle and we are impelled number of ministers from 1,lowell, Mrs. E. M. Slayton, Mrs.
to consider the aspect the Bible 041 to 1,284.
Farrah Ivie, Mrs. Loretta Phil- presents of those who have
ALL GENERAL REPAIRS
Ralph Smith, presiding minislips, Mrs. Hattie Muse, Mrs.
proven to be world conquerors ter in Memphis, announced toBeatrice Hutchinson, Dr. and
in the past and how we can day that meetings at local
Mrs. C. D. Coleman, Rev. and imitate them," he declared. Kingdom Halls are back on
ovviitovvii
Mr.
Cunningham.
David
Mrs.
He then cited Jesus as one who normal schedule this week.
296 VallCf! Avenue 526-0373
and Mrs. James Merriwether, repelled attacks designed to

Church Bulletin

Lay Black Catholics
Set First Convention

CME News

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gatos I
and Accessories
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ANNOUNCEMENT

HAIR COLORING

Jehovah's Witnesses
EndMemphisMeeting

OF BEAUTY CULTURE'
I. JOLAR SCHOOL
METRO SHOPPING CENTER
376 E. H. Crump Blvd.

AUTO REPAIRS — BODY WORK

JEFFCOAT AUTO REPAIRS

INVITATION FOR BIDS
The Memphis Housing Authorits will rei:eive bids for CONSTRUCTION OF A COMMUNITY
BUILDING FOR EDWARD 0.
CLEABORN HOMES. PROJECT
NOS. TENN. 1-8 and 111. MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE. until 10:1
A.M.. CDT. October 2. 1970, at
700 Adams Avenue. Memphis,Tennessec. at which time and place
all bids will be publicly opened
_
and read aloud.
Proposed _ forms of contract
documents. including plans and
specifications, are on file at the
office of the Memphis Housing
Authority. at 700 Adams Avenue.
Memphis. Tennessee. at the office
of L. Winter McKissack, Architect.
Engineer. 1428 Michigan Street,
Memphis.Tennessee.
Copies of the documents may
be obtained by qualified contractors by depositing S25.00 with
the Memphis Housing Authority
for each set of documents so obtained. This deposit is non-refundable. and return of documents
is not required.
A certified check or bank draft,
-sayable to the Memphis Housing
Authority, U.S. Government bonds,
or a satisfactory bid bond ex.icuted by the bidder and accept:
able sureties in an amount equal
;0 five (5: percent of the bid
shall be ...binitted with each bid.
The successful bidder will be
-equired to furnith and pay for
satisfactory performance and payment bond or bonds.
All bidders shall be licensed
:ontractors as required by Chapter
135 of Public Acts of 1945 of the
General Assembly of the State of
Tennessee, and all Amendments
,
.hereto.
Attention is called to the fact
:hat not less than the minimum
salaries and wages as set forth in
the Specifications must be paid
on this project, and the Con•
ttector must insure that employees
arhl applicants for employment
t discriminated against be.
of race, color, creed, sex or
national origin.
The Memphis Housing Author
reserves the right to reject any
or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding.
No bid %Kali be withdrawn for
., period of thirty (30) days subsequtrit to theyipening of bids
without the consent of the Mcm
phis Housing Authority.
MEMPHIS
HOUSING AUTHORITY
L °idle Ledbetter
Secretary
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BONUS GIFTS

One of America's national pastimes—drinking Coke—salutes another—baseball.
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COUPON PROGRAM
LOOK FOR
THIS SYMBOL
EVERY TIME YOU
SHOP...
YOU'LL SEE IT
ALL YEAR LONG
ON PRODUCTS
THROUGHOUT
THE STORE

are\z

NOW YOU CAN SAVE OVER TWICE AS
MANY QUALITY STAMPS ALL YEAR 'ROUND!
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by the people In your town who bring you Coca-Cola.
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Community Collage
4.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR FOR MONDAY
The Memphis Public Library, 228 South McLean,
will begin its free film showings Monday Sept. 14. A
series of free film showings are scheduled also for
Monday October 12 and Nov. 9.
September 14
"The Once and Always Mr. Crump" will be presented at 7:00 p.m. Scenes of Meniphis at the turn
of the century add interest to this biographical study
of the colorful red-headed Mississippian who became
famous as Boss Crump of Memphis. 1 hour, 55 minutes,
-- • • • • • •
October 12
"Art: What Is It? Why Is It?" will be featured
at 7:30 p.m. Why man has the urge to paint, carve,
and create is explored in this film. 25 minutes, color.
November 9
•

Two films will be shown: "Wild life in a Southern
Slough- depicting the animal life found in the waterways of several southern states with superb underwater close-up shots (11 minutes, color); "Audubon,"

•:•;.• -;—.•
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is sponsoring
the study of the great ornithologist and artist John not enrolled in a day school program is eligible. elation of Tennessee_State University
State
"Tigers"
Tennessee
James Audubon which includes vivid paintings of
There will be no tuition charge to Memphis City a football game between the
"Thoroughbreds"
residents. However, individuals living outside the city of Nashville and the Kentucky State
his birds and other wildlife (58 minutes, color).
of Frankfort, Saturday Sept. 19, 2 p.m. at Crump
limits will be charged $35.00 per subject.
Subjects offered in the day program can be Stadium.
SCLC TO HOLD MEETING
Featured at the game will be the 170 piece
A regular irmthly meeting of the Southern Chris- found at night school too. This applies to grades
Tennessee State "Aristocrat of Bands."
tian Leadership Conference, Memphis Chapter, will 9-12. If you plan to take the General Education DeGeneral admission in advance — $3.00. Gate Adbe held Sunday evening, Sept. 20, at 5:00 p.m. at velopment program offered free.
mission — $3.50. Student admission (tickets bought
Macedonia Baptist Church, 1444 Austin St. Mr. LeoClasses are scheduled to meet from 6-10 p.m.
at respective school) — $1.00. College students (with
nard Small will be the guest speaker.
on Monday and Wednesdays and from 6-10 p.m. TuesI.D. card) — $2.00.
Membership cards will be passed out for those day and Thursday.
Tickets may be purchased at Goldsmith's Central
who have not received theirs.
For additional information call 323-8311, ext. 378. Ticket Office, All High Schools, All Harlem Houses,
*
*
All members of the organization are asked to
and the B&P Travel Service (1156 S. Bellevue - Bellepresident
of
Bell
is
Ezekiel
NIGffT
FOR
SCOUTING" BEGINS vue McLemore Shopping Center).
"SCHOOL
please be present. Rev.
SOON
the Memphis Chapter.
Proceeds from the game will be contributed to aa
A goal of 2,500 new Scouts has been set by the scholarship fund for graduates of Memphis and ShelChickasaw Council of the Boy Scouts of America to by County High Schools.
USO SPONSORS SERIES OF ACTIVITIES
recruited on "School Night for Scouting" Septembe
Inc.,
Memphis,
Organizations,
The United Service
W. A. Suggs is president of the Association.
• * *
ber
22.
the
month
of
will sponsor a series of activities for
Superintendent
of
City
Schools
E.
C.
Stimbert
September.
STATE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE SCHEDULES
George
H.
Barnes,
and
Superintendent
of
Shelby
p.m.,
a
CLASSES EARLIER
Sept.
10,
7
be:
will
Included this week
Schools,
are
serving
County
their
second
year
as
Hop!);
(Sock
A change in the registration procedure at State
dance
Foot Rally; Sept. 11, 8 pm., a
for
the
con-chairmen
council
membership
drive,
it
or
Coat
and
Technical,
Institute will give fall quarter students
Sept. 12, 8 p.m., Fall Formal (uniform
was also announced.
three days to register and classes will meet four days
Tie).
The evening's recruitment will begin at dusk of earlier than first planned.
"Uniform Day," when the 12,000 Boy and Cub Scouts
Earl Cunningham, STIM registrar announced the
ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM SCHEDULED
of the council (which includes Shelby County, Critten- change and said that registration for all students will
The Memphis City Schools Evening High School
den County, Arkansas and DeSoto County, Missis- be Sept. 28-30 with classes beginning October 1.
for adults will hold registration on Sept. 8, from
sippi) wear their uniforms to school and talk up the
As originally schedule, returning students would
6-9 p.m. at the following centers: Whitehaven, South
merits
of
Scouting
to
prospects.
registered Sept. 28-30 and New students October
High,
have
Tech
High,
Side, Booker T. Washington, East
Steinkmap,
president
Harold
L.
of
the
council,
Classes
would have begun Oct. 5.
1-2.
northside, Frayser and Overton.
goal,
urged
in
announcing
the
the
hundreds
of
See Page 7
A person who is 17 years of age or older and
adult Scouting volunteers to provide every young man
in the area an opportunity to join in Scouting.
Wer104404111
.
41
""
810,!%014110W40
1111
Each school will have rooms designated to adult
•
Scouters to use in talking with recruits and their
parents. Youngsters from the community surrounding each school will be invited to join at their school.
Pack and troop leaders will attend the programs and are preparing exhibits of Scouting activi00w',
ties for display.
Mr. Steinkamp said there will be no hesitation
in organizing new troops or packs if success of the
sitioNts""0"01140%0%.*%001%04aioft"Or
drive demands it.
TENNESSEE STATE ENGINEER WITH FIINVi.
For further information concerning "School Night
IN WASHINGTON
for Scouting," call 327-4193.
NASHVILLE — Robert S. Armstead, head of the Architectural Engineering Department at Tennessee State University. is
FAMILY FILM SERIES REVISED
In order to stretch the Museum's budget dollar completing a summer assignment with t h e Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) in Washington, D. C.
as far as possible, the Memphis Pink Palace MuA professional engineer in the State of Tennessee, Armseum's Family film Series will no longer offer a stead is in a new federal government program designed to
weekly program. Instead, a feature length film of actively recruit engineering faculty professors from predominantly monority colleges and universities for summer jobs in
highest quality will be shown on the second week- the highway administration.
The goals of this program are to stimulate a greater
end of each month in the Museum Club Room.
The September film, scheduled to be shown at awareness of job opportunities in the agency, to enable faculty
members to more effectively relate FHWA's employment op2:30 p.m., Saturday, Sept. 12 and Sunday, Sept. 13 portunity to students, and to gain an insight into the areas in
is -End of the Trail." This classic film tells the which engineering students should become more proficient if
fascinating story of the American Plains Indians they are to enter and successfully complete the cooperative
education program. In addition, the professors lend their
in the post-Civil War era, and the concurrent move- teaching the educational expertise to the Department in setting
ment westward of the white man. Walter Brennan up training and refresher courses for its own professional employees.
narrates the 57 minute film.
A HoWard University graduate, Armstead has been at
* • •

Put a Little Kick In Your Life ...
See The All New

iL

1071PIXTO

pus

SEPTEMBER 11, 19M
Register For FREE Gifts — REFRESHMENTS

ronCITY

2700 Poplar Avenue

323-8363

(MORE TO COME)
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION TO SPONSOR FOOTBALL
GAME
The Memphis and Shelby County Alumni Asso-

Tennessee State for 13 years where he formerly headed t h e
Civil Engineering Department.
TENNESSEE STATE OPENS SEPT. 17 FOR NEW STUDENTS,
SEPT.' 22 UPPER CLASS
NASHVILLE — Tennessee state University will open it s
1970-71 school year for freshmen and new students Thursday,
Sept 17: and for upperclassmen on Tuesday, Sept. 22. Classes
will begin Thursday, Sept. 24, at 8 a. m.
"Our enrollment will be holding its own," says Carl Crutchfield, Dean of Admissions and Records. TSU enrollment f o r

super discountsIttastestheway
on music makers! grearylleattast.
)cnD

Just Arrived
Special Purchase!

Reg. 47.95 Value

Reg. 17.97

G.E.
stereo
phone
Super

3988

•

Discount
Price
Save over
on this 4 speed, solid state stereo phono. Featureb
2-6" speakers, automatic record changer. Diamond stylus, lightweight one-piece construction. Perfect for school or home.

Woolco has broken the price bargm with this special purchase. Stalled size steel striae 'triter. Sturdy
veered heed&steel reinforced neck.

Say Seagram's 7Crown
and Be Sure.

say "charge it"

GO

EASTGATE

SOUTHGATE

5100 Park Ave..

1$33 So. Third St.

GATEWAY
3230 Jackson Ave.

STORE HOURS: 10 A.M.-930 P.M. DAILY; OPEN SUNDAYS 12-6 P.M.

•

Always smooth Always comfortable.
Invariably consistent in taste and
flavor. And unquestionably satisfying.
Drink after drink. Bottle
after bottle.Year after year.
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Seagramn Distillers Company. New York City. Blended Whiskey. 86 roof.6596 Grain Neutral
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THE COLLEGE SCENE
•

°Keep
SPEGAS °VINEGARS
on your table
•
Continued From 'Pie 4
1969-70 topped 4,a10. •
Opening convocation for freshmen and new students will be
held Thursday, Sept. 17, at 10 a. m. in Kean Hall gym, according to Dr. J A. Payne, Jr., Dean of Student Affairs. Campus
residence halls open for freshmen and new students Wednesday. Sept. 16: for upperclassmen, Monday, Sept. 21 Freshmen
and new students will register for classes Friday-Monday.
Sept. 18-21; upperclassmen, Tuesday-Wednesday, Sept. 22-23.
Newj faculty members, department heads, directors, and
academic deans will meet Mondvy. Sept. 14, at 1:30 p. m.
opening the faculty work sessions for the new school year, according to Dr. Charles B. Fancher. Dean of Faculty. followed
by the annual faculty-staff dinner at 6 13. in. in the Centennial
Room. Student Union.
The general faculty meeting is set for 9:23 a. m. Tuesday.
Sept. 15, followed by meetings of school faculties at 11:00 a.m.
and departmental faculties at 1:30 p.m. The graduate faculty
will meet at 10:00 a. m. Wednesday. Sept. 16.
CLEVELAND MAYOR TO KICK-OFF S. C. STATE'S 75TH
YEAR
ORANGEBURG. S. C. - Cleveland Mayor Carl Stokes will
highlight the opening convocation of South Carolina State College's 75th anniversuary celebration Sunday. Sept. 13.
Stokes will address •the student s. faculty, alumni a n d
friends at a 4 p. m. program in Smith-Hammond-Middleton
Memorial Center.
According to Dr. Lewis C. Roache, chairman of the 75th
Anniversary Committee. all State College alumni have been invited to participate in a processional which will begin at 3:45
p. m. The public is invited, he added.
Plans are being formalized for other activities for the yearlong celebration. he said.
JACKSON STATE COLLEGE SETS FALL REGISTRATION
Jackson State College will beg:n its 94th academic ye a r
September 14, 1970. Freshmen and transfer students are scheduled to report to Dansby Hall Auditorium for orientation, testing, and pre-registration on September 15. 16 and 17. Freshman
registration should be completed on Friday and Saturday.
September 18. and 19.
All upperclass 'students are scheduled to report to the Colfor
lege campus on Monday and Tuesday. September 21 and 22
registration.
All upperclass students should have in their possession a
permit from the Office of the Registrar, indicating the d a y
and time for their registration as well as the general directions
from the Office of the Dean of Students.
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES
Re-entering applicants are to report as follows according to
the first letter of their last name:
Date Monda -, September 21
First Alphabet of Report to Report to
Gymnasium
Advisor
Last Name
9:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m.
A, X. W
9:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m.
B, V. Z
10:60 a.m. 11:00 a.m.
C, T, 1.
11:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m.
D, Q. S
1:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m.
U. P. R
3:00 p.m. 4:60 p.m.
F, M
Tuesday. September 22
First Alphabet of Report to Report to
Gymnasium
Advisor
Last Name
8:00 a. m. 9:00 A. M.
G, N. 0.
10:00 a. m. 11:00 a. In.
I. J. L
Campus housing will be available on Tuesday. September
15. 1970 for freshmen and transfer students, for upperclassmen.
September 21.
Freshman and transfer students will pay tuition, room and
board fees September 19-19, upperclassmen September 21-22.
Fees are:
Tuition 8116.67
Room and Board
(air conditioned)
( non air conditioned)
11,15-6)
74.00
(Due 10 8-9, 72.00
(air conditioned)
(non air conditioned)
11c5-6)
Out-of-state students will be required to pay an out-of-state
fee of $200.00 in addition to other fees.
Registration for Fall Graduate Classes will be held from
8:30 a. m. to 12:00 noon on Saturday, September 19, in t h e
lecture room of the New Education Building. For further information concerning Graduate Studies call 948-8533. Ext. 327,
or write Dr. Oscar A. Rogers, Dean of Graduate Studies, Jackson State College, Jackson, Mississippi 39217.

Family doesn't like vegetables?
You'll please 'em when you Spittle
'ern!
A few drops of Speas apple cider
vinegar works wonders spinach,
cabbage, cucumbers and green
onions. Try SPEAS Vinegars on all
your favorite vegetables: asparagus,
broccoli, brussels sprouts, cauliflower and green beans.
Vinegar's as basic a seasoning for
your table as salt and pepper. Be
sure it's always out ... and be sure
it's always SPEAS.

I'
'All.1
Ai
•1:%'1
i; MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDERTKIX YOU ARE
11.-'

,

lOOKY011110

For o,er 8,0 years

FREE! Vinegar booklet with over

Get

60 ways tocook and clean with vinegar.
Write Speas Company,2400 Nicholson
Avenue, Kansas City, 'Mo. 64120.

AT YOUR DRUGGIST
LOYAL WORKERS - Shown in the picture are a group of Loyal workers. Left to
right: Mr. Earl Fisher, Labor Division;
Mrs. James Betts and Mrs. Mable Purnell,
Ward 14-2; Mr. Tommie Evans, Co-Chiirman Citizens Now-Partisan Registration
Committee, Mr. Melvin Robinson, Chai r•
man; Mrs. Alzada Clark, one of the Ward

awl Precinct Division Coordinators; Rev.
S. Billy Kyles, Chairman, Ministers Diviskin. Seated in wheel chair is Mrs. I. u c y
Morton who though physically handicapped
is the dynamic leader in Ward 26-2 next to
whom is little Nick Betts who is the
youngest and one of the most f a ithf ul
members of the committee.

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Bak•d In Memphis by Al•mphlans
rush•d rusit•d dolly to your bIg
Hague 5. Knott suparmarket for
o
L NANUt
uveI
maximum frechn•tss

:

Hogue & Knott
Hamburger
or Hot Dog A-

BUNS
BON VOYAGE - Memphis beauticians attended the Bonner Brothers 21st International Beauty Trade Show held at the Regency Hyatt House, Atlanta. Ga. Classes
were taught by international artists on the
fall trend, scientific approach to hair, color'
ing, make-up and fashions. Attending t h e
meeting were from left Mrs. Christine

Taylor, Mrs. Charlene Gould, Mrs. M Naylor Hurdle, Miss Rubye 1.ee Henderson,
Mrs. Selena Baker, Mrs. Marcell Jones
and Mrs. Sally M. Frazier (not show s),
Mrs. Theodora Lewis. Mrs. M. Willis, and
Mrs. Dora Macho. (Photo B. T. MeChriston ).
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HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If h. asset he doesn't
deserve year business)
Hers is on• of th• outstandingautomebile salesmen
In th• Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chevrolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstanding selection of fin• new and used cars and trucks.
H. can be of great help in assisting and advising
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No. 1
Buy on America's No. I Car -- Chevrolet at Union.
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A news story on school integration in Poplarvthe,
Miss., this week tells of the mixed reactions of the
local businessmen who are wild about the prowess of
their high school football team. A few blacks are trying out for the team for the first time in history.
James T. Wooten of the New York
Times quotes some of the businessmen
who were discussing the team.
"Don't know hardly what to say,
Hoss," said one of the merchants. "If
the backfield's any count at all, we going
to be as good as last year." A friend
agreed. "You mighty right," he said.
"And if our nigras are tough as you say,
we are going to be clean mean . . .
"Oh, the nigras are tough allright,"
responded another. A skeptic spat on
the grass. "0. K. Ross," the first man countered:
"I'll lay you two-to-one by the end of the season you
going to thank the Federal court for giving us a fullback."

Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

Atty. Gen. John "Yo-Yo" Mitchell
Attorney General John N. Mitchell said, in his customary racist
mood, that shifting school desegregation decisions had made "yo-yo's"
out of some students in the South.
He expressed the hope that the Supreme Court would not impose "racial balance" requirements .during
the coming school year.
Knowing Mr. Mitchell's inordinate antipathy to school racial integration, it is scarcely surprising
that he should give vent to his negative sentiment about an issue of so
great a national concern as desegregation of Arnericia's public school
system.
His posture is inconsistent with
his official position. As the Chief
Executive of the Department of
Justice, Mr. Mitchell is entrusted
with the clear responsibility to enforce the court's desegregation mandate issued 16 years ago.
In effect, the Attorney General
is asking the court to reverse its
action against perpetuity of America's undemocratic and unconstitutional dual school system. Coming
at a critical time when many Southern school districts are debating
whether to comply with the law or
defy it, the request is both preposterous and insidious.
Mr. Mitchell is not only asking

the courts not to insist on a racially
balanced school system, but he is
also giving semaphoric signals to
Southern school officials to ignore
the desegregation order under any
convenient plea.
As originator of the Southern
Strategy. Mr. Mitchell is pursuing a
course which he had carefully contrived and blueprinted before Mr.
Nixon reached the White House. The
Attorney General is the evil spirit
behind the anti-Negro attitude of the
Administration. He is keeping up the
racist crusade on the assumption
that the Southern white vote is more
important than -the black vote not
only to Mr. Nixon, but also the Republlican Party as a whole.
It is a fatal assumption, which
in time, will shipwreck both Mr.
Nixon and the GOP. For, the black
vote, with its irrepressible mathematical increment, becomes more
than ever the balance of power
which can tip the scales on whichever side it may choose. The election of black mayors in a number
of large industrial urban centers, is
a convincing testimoney, that the
black vote is too important a political entity to be laughed off by
either side. Democrat or Republican.
The day of reckoning is close at
hand.

Thus it was that a new day dawned in a little
Dixie hick town in a state where one of its former
Senators, Theodore Bilbo, used to tell those Yankee
integrationists: "There are higher laws than man's
and God was the first segregationist."

MY VIEW

Trauma Of Desegregating Schools

Preliminary reports from many of the deep South
states indicate that compliance with the Supreme
Court's edict to desegregate the schools is proceeding
with less turmoil than was generally feared. The majority of the Southerners are unhappy, including some
black citizens who have begun to question the wisdom
of this new way of life.

dismissed or demoted because of desegregation, a n d frequently displaced by
The Southern Regional Council h a s less qualified whites.
just issued a report under the caption
Miss Green told the committee that
Voices From the South. It is a report of in some districts, classes are segregated
the experiences of black students in de- in Mississippi. Testing and tracking are
Most social scientists say that the steps we take
segregated schools and the rapidity with used to segregate within the school. It
lead inevitably toward one or the other of two
must
up
springing
which private schools are
was revealed further that some 108
goals, apartheid on the one hand or an intesocial
Testifying
in many sections of the south.
blacks, tenth graders, attend all-black
society on the other. In the Union of South
grated
between the .Mondale Select Committee classes in a wing of a building separated
we
Africa
have the classic model of apartheid but no
o n Equal Educational Op- from the 190 whites. Five black students
exists of a truly integrated society which
model
such
portunity, Reese Cleigham told the Mondale Committee that they
includes
white
and black men. The latter fact perof the Southern Regional had encountered segregation in so-called
haps
has
led
many to believe that such a society is
Council said that 168 n e w integrated schools such as "separate
private schools were estab- classrooms, separate lunch and gym impossible.
lished between 1964 a n d periods and separate bells so that blacks
It is interesting to note the varied interpretations
1967 i n Alabama, Florida, and whites do not use the hall at the
cism of the church. These laymen
we Americans, black and white, place upon such
that
Carolina
Mississippi, North
same time." It was revealed still futther
would be hard pressed, we believe,
as segregation and integration. A discussion of
words
and South Carolina. These that in one Louisiana parish the buses
if they were called upon to provide
generates more heat than light.
usually
them
schools are supported by pick up blacks at 5:30 a. m. so that
statistical data in support of t h e
t h e Citizens Councils of whites can ride separately. Tyrone
contention that the Roman Catholic
Like some others, I prefer to use the terms "open's
America a n d the South Thomas of Mobile, Ala. told the comChurch was dying in the black com"closed" in referring to our society. I think of
and
Carolina Independent School Association. mittee -that in his integrated high school
munity. There is a general decline
these
terms as touching the basic issue in our life,
Testifying before the Mondale Commit- black football players carry the ball to
in membership in every American
tee, Miss Winifred Green, director of the about the 99 yard line", where a white our options and our opportunities.
church denomination. It is attributSoutheastern Public Education Program player is substituted to make the touchHistorically segregation has meant the limiting of
ed to pressure of economic and soof the American Friends Service Com- down.
our options and our opportunities. Conversely integracial events and not to religious dismittee revealed that "since September,
Similar cases of discriminaton can tion should serve to open up our options and opporcord or disaffection.
1969, the number of all-white private be cited through out the south. A young tunities, giving each citizen regardless of race, color
schools has increased from 35 to 100 in black girl in Beaufort, S. C. told of her or national origin the right and freedom to do anything
Though it has sustained some
Mississippi". After defeating a 7 million experiences. She says she was spat on, he pleases providing it does not prevent anyone else
loss as a result of residential dislobond issue, Jackson has seven hit with an ink well, and spit balls. This from exercising the same right and freedom.
dollar
cation, principally in some Northern
schools due to open in Sep- young girl said she got to the point where
private
new
urban centers, the Catholic Church
tember,
1970.
she didn't consider some of the whites
has made notable gains in a numA battle of words, however, will serve no purpose.
Discrimination is rampart in the as being human. This young woman The fact is that our options and opportunities have
ber of Southern states where it has
name of desegregation. There is wide said: "you could see some blacks pre-- been limited by the controlling and dominant white
identified itself openly with t h e
scale firing of black teachers. In o n e tending they had great rapport, but I majority throughout our history. However hackneyed
forces fighting for school and
Mississippi school, Starkville, it was re- never saw that, I never saw true com- and trite it may sound, the black citizen has one eterchurch integration.
ported that 55 per cent of the black munication between human beings. The nal demand, true "equality of opportunity."
More black bishops are needteachers were fired and in nine other other students were like machines being
ed. Agree. But the mechanism sugMississippi schools from 23 to 40 per cent controlled by a master switch." It is not
That is what democracy is all about. Any steps
gested for achieving that end, if
of black teachers have been fired. The surprising that this young woman went we take, whether in education or in any other sphere
employed, would balkanize the traSouthern Regional Council reports t h e back to the black school.
that leads to that goal are right. Any steps we take
ditional central authority of t h e
If these things were happening to leading away from that goal, it seems to me, are
officials of the National Education Aschurch into isolated islands of resociation as testifying before the Mon- white students t h e federal government inimical to our best interests.
ligio-racial hierarchy. Neither comdale Committee that 5,000 black princi- wo4ld do something about it, especially
mon sense nor history would under- pals in Southern schools have been either if white teachers were being fired.
There is a human factor in this race relations
write such a pernicious polarization.
equation which may be important. It is said it is much
It would split the Catholic Church.
easier to hate a stranger than someone you know.
undermine its sincerity beyond reThe apartheid style of life sets up a wall between
demption.
black and white, making communication almost imshysters.
political
by
used
mg
possible. With each group growing up in ignorance of
Somebody with a lively imag- Shelby county is being ruthlessWe are for more black b i s hMore power to Operation 100.
exploited
heartlessly
and
ly
name
fine
a
coined
has
ination
the other, all the myths, all the fears and all the
ops. We do not think, however, such
for a very important project and used by conniving white Dear Editor:
ecclesiastical accretion should come
As I stated in the March 12 suspicions between them grow wild and wilder like
which is planned for the black and black self-seeking politiby subverting the established p r o- community of Memphis and cians. The whites use the tech- edition, I possess rio great the climbing grasses in a jungle forest.
rule. The sensitivity as to the erroneous
cedural method of episcopal eleva- Shelby County. The term they nique of divide and who
are spelling of my name, however,
politicians.
have put together is called black
We have seen these walls getting taller in our
tion. In criticizing the church, let's 'Operation 100."
out .. in too many instances it does seem that you would
efconcerted
have
sone
made
...
gain
personal
for
big
it
only
cities in the North and we have seen new walls gonot forget how quickly has cleansIt's the name being given to ...
hapdidn't
it
that
see
to
forts
announcof
technique
tip
use
movement
city-county-wide
a
ed itself of the sin of segregation
ing up in some countries, like Britain, where once
carry some of the basic ing to the world that they rep- pen again. It has been brought
and how white Catholic bishops to
mvery
a
that
attention
my
to
black
of
many
thousands
they were barely visible.
political facts of life home to resent
and priests have consecrated their
the black electorate of this votes They get their own portant quote of mine was ata "Clifford S.
area. The concerned citizens names, pictures, and state- tributed to
energy to the cause of civil rights.
Should the current progress toward the abolition
Kelly" of the 26th district.
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS

Catholic Laymen In Protest
In an atmosphere reeking with
cynicism, the Black Lay Catholics
held their first National Convention
in which much time was given to
accusation of the church for failing
to respond to the needs of its black
communicants.
A letter introducing a series of
demands adopted by the convention
said that t h e Roman Catholic
Church was dying in the black
community "because of the tragic
and total failures of those who have
so long exercised the 'missionary'
role among us to be sensitive to us
as a people with a particular culture. heritage and history."
The letter and demands were
presented by 150 of the 500 blacks
who attended the convention in
Washington. There was a demo nstration at the residence of the
Apostolic delegate, the chief Papal
representative to the United States.
The demands include the establishment of four black regional bishoprics, with the black Catholics of each region selecting the
bishop. The group also called f o r
the development of a liturgy "reflective of our Afro-American heritage," establishment of a black lay
pastorate, and support from bishops
in the United States for the National
Office of Black Catholics, which was
recently established in Washington.
"We are black first and then
Catholic," said the statement, which
was presented following an
impromptu singing of "Lift Every
Voice and Sing," called the Negro
national anthem.
Not all black Catholics are in
agreement with the blanket crit

A Point Of View

Faubus Vs. Rockefeller
The Governor against whom the
National Guard had to be called to
enforce a court order, Orval Faubus, has tossed Ills hat once more
in the gubernatorial ring in Arkansas. He believes that concern over
busing and a new round of desegregation in his state next month will
create the climate for his return to
power.
Faubus, a symbol of white resistance when Little Rock's Central
High School was integrated at gun-

point in 1957 during the Eisenhower
Administration, won his sixth term
as Arkansas Governor in 1964 and
has not run since. This year he and
seven other Democrats are competing for the nomination to oppose
two-term Republican Governor Winthrop Rockefeller who has widespread black support. Under h i m
Negroes have fared better than in
a previous administration. He deserves the full measure of their
backing

who are leading "Operation
100" are trying to get at least
one hundred thousand black
residents of Memphis and Shelby County to register and qualify themselves to vote ... and
they are equally concerned not
only with getting them qualifi*
ed to vote ... but also to get
them to go to the polls at the
next election in November ...
and vote.
In a conversation recently.
one of the promoters of the
"Operation 100" drive almost
became carried away with
deep emotion in describing the
when one
feelings aroused
thinks of what is being done
of to the black vote in Memphis
According to this observer.
the black vote in Memphis and

ments in the newspapers. They
are presented as "leaders" of
the people during a campaign.
When the campaign is over no
more is heard of them till the
another
next election and
chance to make a fast buck
with a load of jive
The promoters of "Operation
100" are anxious to contact at
least 100,000 black voters of
this area ... and acquaint them
with the political facts of life
... educate them on the basics
of voting ... inform them on
the issues . . make them
aware of the rich political heritage which black people here
in Memphis have had at hand
for more than 100 years .
and give them guidance on how
to protect themselves from be-

The Constitutional Convention
(Con Con) is a step up the political ladder for most of us
"youngsters." Having our name
in the papers is advantageous
to our careers. If the name is
consistently misspelled it besomewhat irritating.
comes
Your newspaper is the media
by which one can maintain
knowledge of the black community.
I urgi that all responsible
news media exersise -all diligence in attributing statements to the right person.
Thank you for your attention
in this matter.
CLIFFORD P KELLEY
Seth District, CenstitsrUosal
Collvsstins

of the South's dual school system proceed without violent interruption, there may be some lowering of our
"Berlin Walls" of hatred. We might see a turning point
in American history.
Multi-racial, multi-national and polyglot, we Americans are engaged in an experiment that may well
determine the future of civilized man. I enjoy the
irony of this moment in history which finds the lynchloving, color crazy, segregated South offering some
faint hope that we may escape becoming a nation of
savages. How sweet it is to see some Southerners beginning to act as if Senator Bilbo might have been
wrong about ('sod.
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BUSINESS
Defender's

BLACKTALK
A two-day Minority Careeri Arkansas AM and N;
thereConference was held Friday fore the graduates
are not exand Saturday at the Holiday posed to industry" stated
Mr.
Inn Rivermont to acquaint in- Porter.
dustry on the local and na- He added, "The conference
tional level with the talent pulled in a number of local
among recent black college Industries so they would not
graduates.
have to go to outside sources to
Representatives of eleven get qualified people."
companies participated, inter- As co-sponsor of the conviewing a p proximately
134 ference, Talent Search arrangOf the 140 black graduates that ed the conference with the comwere scheduled for appoint- panies. It is the first black owned and operated employment
ments.
Kennet0 Foam', vice presi- agency in the mid-south.
dent of Talent Search Associat- The organization handles apes Employment Agency at 99 plicants i n A dministrative,
North Main, co-sponsor of the Clerical, Technical and Sales.
conference, said the conference This includes all areas th at
"gave more exposure to black list under these headings.
of the companies
graduates of opportunities avail- Some
able to their in industry, and
it also gave industry an opportunity to see the availability
of qualified back graduates.
"Many of the companies
don't have contact with the
applicants because they don't
send representatives to schools
like
L e Moyne-Owen, Rust,
Mississippi
Vocational, and

Community Collage

represented at the conference
were Eastman Kodak Co.,
Central Soya Co., Inc., Buckeye Cellulose Corp., The State
of Tennessee, and The State of
(Continued From Page 4)
Tennessee
Employment
Security.
STIM is expecting an enrollment of more than
The seven month old operation prides itself in its ability 1,600 for the fall quarter.
to get jobs for its black ap- SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTRATION BOOTHS TO
plicants.
According to Mr. Porter BE OPENED
Citizens will be registering to vote this September
about 45 per cent of the applicants receive jobs. He says at Shopping Centers, Super Markets, Communi
ty Cen"This can be attributed to the
establish
ters
and
like
ing
througho
ut
Memphis
and
youth factor; "the oldest person
In the firm is 25 which gives Shelby County.
close interrelatedness with the
A recent driver's license including present adapplicants and also with in
dress
is sufficient identification for registration purdustry in communicating the
poses. Election officials need the citizen's name, adposition and problems."

Certificates,
plaques, and,
gifts are among the numerous
swards and presentations given
to Mrs. Beatrice Thomas, 1548
Hamilton Street this year
Mrs. Thomas retired at the
&me of the 1969-70 school year
as dietitian in the Memphis
City School System. The retirement became effective Aug. 27.
Mrs. Thomas considered her
32 years of service with the GIFT PRESENT
ED FROM LAUDERDALE SCHOOL —
Memphis City School System] Mrs. Helen Smith,
dietitian at Lauderdale Elementary
as "some of the most enjoy-, School, presents
gift to Mrs. Beatrice Thomas, retiring
able a n d richly rewarding I
dietiltan from Memphis City School System. Looking on is
years" of her life.
Mrs. Dorothey Greene, School Food Service Area ManaAt the In-Service Meeting of
ger.
the City School Dietitians held
recently, to which she was in- sity.
close of school by the Prospect
vited, Mrs. Thomas told the Some of the awards and pre- Elementary School Principal,
group of more than 200 that sentations this year have in- Faculty, Guidance Staff and
dress and signature for identification.
"It has been an opportunity of
Students.
Naame and address chnges my also be effected a lifetime to be a part of such cluded: a plaque honoring her
years of service and dedication! Mrs Thomas was also prea great program."
at the supplemental booths.
for the Children of Prospectl sented a gift certificate by the
"Not only this" she added, Elementary School by the School Feeding Department
Supplemental booths will be opened between Au- "but
I consider it a priviledge school's PTA where she
servedl of the Memphis City Schools
gust 28 until Sept. 19, from 11 a.m. until 7 p m. to have been able to make a as
dietitian for the past six at the In-Service Workshop.
Deadline for registration is Oct. 3. On this date, contribution to mankind in the years; Gifts and monetary• The presentation was made
way preparing for those per- contributions by
the Dietitians by Mrs. Willie Ryans, Superregistrtion and registration changes will be discon- sons
who passed through the Associatio at
n
a Dinner this visor of the Department.
tinued until the Nov. 3 General Election.
cafeteria lines daily."
summer at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas is the wife of
After the booths close Sept. 19, citizens must regis- In 1968 sh: was awarded a Mrs. Charles Ryans. 3211 Dick- Elder W. T. Thomas, Sr.
Paster at the Shelby County Election Commission, 157 certificate by the State of Tenn- man; and gifts from dietitians tor of the Moldentown Church
essee for Courses successfully and staff of LaRose School and of God in Christ, She is the
Poplar at Second Street, in the Shelby County Office completed in School Lunch, Lauderdal School
where she mother of Willie T. Thomas
e
Bldg. Newly registered voters will be eligible to par- Administration-Meal Manage- formerly served as dietitian. Jr. and Mrs. Deborah T. Denment at Memphis State Univer-, She was also honored at thenie.
ticipate in the Nov. 3 General Election.

WANTED

Below is a list of the supplemental registration
booths:
Friday and Saturday, Aug. 28 and 29
1. Chambers Big Star, 636 W. Poplar,
Collierville
2. Town Hall, Arlington
3. Posey-Davis Pharmacy, Hwy 72, Germantown
Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 31 and Sept. 1
1. St. Anthony's School, 1100 Vollentine
2. Barretville Bank. 9043 Barret Rd.
Wednesday and Thursday Sept. 2 and 3
1. Mid-City Building, 1331 Uilion at Cleveland
2. Pic-Pac Food Store, 1170 S. Bellevue
Friday and Saturday Sept 4 and 5
1. Southland Mall, Hwy. 51 S. and Shelby Dr.
2. Police Service Center, 688 Hastings St.
3. Corondolet, 4400 Summer Ave
Wednesday and Thursday Sept. 9 and 10
1. Baker's Big Star, 3071 S. Perkins
2. Katz Drugs, 2256 Lamar.
3. Walgreen's-Raleigh, 3155 Austin Peay Hwy.
Friday and Saturday Sept. 11 and 12
1. Giant Foods — Southgate, 1817 S. Third
2. Baker Center, Millington
3. J. B. Hunter, 2602 Frayser Blvd.
Monday and Tuesday Sept. 14 and 15
1. Russell's Pharmacy, 2445 Chelsea
2. Lowenstein's East, Poplar Plaza
Wednesday and Thursday Sept. 16 and 17
1. Montesi's, 5014 Poplar
2. MAP South, 871 Mississippi

4itikeitai

LEAKY FAUCETS

One of the newer companies around town
is Talent Search Associates. About 45% of
those who apply for jobs are accepted. The
oldest person in the firm is 25 which gives
close interrelatedness with the applicants
and also with industry in communicating
the position ,and problems. Pictured above
are members of the Board of directors.
from left to right they are Phillip Duncan, Theodore Pickett, Kenneth H. Porter, Lee Meade, and Henry J. Marmon.

Is that constant drip getting
on your nerves and causing
your water pill to go up? SEE

READ SALES CO.
Faucets and Repair Parts

13-ing sample of parts needed
Phone 275-4828 or 274 3437
1373 Jackson at Watkins

15 Cu. Ft. Gibson

CHEST FOOD FREEZER!
isminaggrr.. Ili-a akt--1"raIrararabar

Model No. •
80-2635

Friday and Saturday Sept. 18 andel9
1. Giant Foods, 4049 Hwy 51 S.

• Holds 535 Lbs. Foods!
• Free 1-Year Service!

• Free Memphis Delivery!
3-Year $150
• Food Spoilage Warranty!

PRIDDY & BURGESS
AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
111$3 tem

touches turns to Gold"
Have you ever beam a this quotation?
Of
course; we all have. Well this is what they
say
about Brother Fred Wilson of Los Angeles,
Calif., ordained Dr. of Divinity; the best
spiritual in the country today. Don't gamble
on anything including numbers, cards, dice,
bingo, Dogs, Horses, until you talk to him and
find out about the "Mule" and the Tobey
He
makes the best "Hands" in the world. Call
for FREE advice 24 hours a day Advice
on love, money matters, and court cases

Hormones Grow Hair Bock

WATCH YOUR
HAIR GROW

'70 Cutlass
'row. Sedan
Automatic transmission, factory air cond., tinted glass,

We Have Proved It
NOW You Can Prove
It For Yourself

power shoring, power brakes,
whiis tires, wheel covers, door
edge guards, radio, body side
moldings.

LE CONTE' HAIR GROW BACK TREATMENT
Guaranteed
Hair Looks AIN* — Peels Alive — And Will Grow
Information ... Call (213) 232-2042

'70 Giftless
S Sports Coupe
Hoed paint stripe, automatic.
air cond., tinted glass, power
steering, power Ixakos, white
CMS. wheel disc, chrome door

I

edge guards, radio, body side
moldings. cbreme window side
moldings, throme window
frames.

'3549
OLDS CO.

2525 Summer
314-7W

wra
WORK
YOUI

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

.,..
LUCKIEST MAN in the WORLD ???
"Everything he

•

$3545

PALL MALL -so friendly to your taste

KLONDYKE CIVIC TO MEET
2. KLONDYKE CIVIC CLUB will meet the second
Wednesday in September. They ask that those living!
in that area come in and see what they are doing.
KLONDYKE CIVIC CLUB will meet the second
A very important meeting for all its members will
be held. You are a member if you live in the area
bounded by Highway 61 West, Shelby Dr. North, Tulane. Rd. East and Holmes Rd. south or within 3
miles of the areas named. If you are interested:
PLACE: Wilson's Chapel Church. 80 E. Shelby Dr.
TIME: 7:30 P.M. Tuesday, September 8, 1970

Call 275-1101

Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.

PIFIVCIR

Dietitian
Honored

THIS COUPON IS WORTH 50c
50c
5k
To Get You Acquainted: Take This Coupon To Any
Beauty Supply or Store Selling LE CONTE' HORMONE
HAIR GROW BACK TREATMENT.
Dealer: This Coupon Is Worth 50c. when the Bearer
Purchases a Jar of LE CONTE' HORMONE HAIR
GROW BACK TREATMENT at Regular Price $2.50.
Customers: Name
Address
City
Phone ...
Redeemable at Economy essuty supcny 2319 Lamar Ave.
Memphis. Tenn. 35114
exclusive Dealerships Available in 26 States
and many Cities.
Great Discovery—Great Opportunity
Act Now. Write for Details

LE CONTE' COSMETICS
4720 South Vermont Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif 90037
Phone: (213) 132-2042

#7 is a series

Dr.DanielHaleWilliams (1858-1931)

He performed the first
successful heart operation.
On a cold, windy night in 1893, a
man was rushed to Chicago's Provident
Hospital with a knife wound a fraction
of an inch from his heart.
On duty was the hospital's young
founder, Dr. Dan Williams. Instead of
administering the usual sedatives and
prayers, Dr. Williams summoned six of
his colleagues to help him make history.
It was a long shot. X-rays, sulphurdrugs, blood transfusion—today surgical
necessities—were little known medical
tools at the time. Yet, with great skill,
Dr. Williams performed the impossible:
the first successful heart operation. And
the patient lived.
Had it been any other hospital or any
other surgeon, the man might have died
within the hour. "Sewed up the human
heart", headlined a Chicago newspaper.
That hospital operating room was a
long way from the small frame house
outside Pittsburgh. where Dan was born.
By the time he was twelve, his father
had died and his mother had deserted.
So, Dan took to the road and settled
in Wisconsin as a barber. Scraping to-

gether enough money for an education,
Dan put himself through a local academy.
From Wisconsin he went to Chicago,
and with the help of a prominent family,
Dan Williams entered Northwestern
Medical School. He_graduated in 1883
and opened an office on Chicago's
South side.
In 1891, Williams founded the Provident Hospital, the first infirmary open
to all patients and physicians, regardless
of race or creed.
From Chicago,Williams was called to
Washington to reorganize and head the
Freedmen's Hospital, then operated by
the Federal government. He organized
Freedmen's into departments, collected
a staff of twenty specialists, and created
the beginnings of a nursing school.
Under William's administration, this
once primitive institution housed in six
pre-Civil War buildings, soon became
the forerunner of our modern hospital.
Every time another heart operation
saves a life, it is a living tribute to one of
the truly great'lligertiout Americans".

OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
WHISKEY
86 PROOF. THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERYBOURBON
CO.. FRANKFORT E4 LOUISVILLE. KY.
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And (IA you sec the glamorGrand Open ng ; . . You.%e tended .irw National Negfc r' ingrats To ... Deborah J. We just know they'll make i
the Missouri side. They ‘kere
•••••V.
Dot (Mrs. Walter) Evansthat
extra
ous
bcause
had
Con.
and
they've
Publishers
Br}ant,
daughter
of
Mr.
just
gotta
see
Bernice's
Newspapers
Health
••••
then housed in the huhleback
Wm.
••••••
been encouragement given them at on the, tube Saturday talking,
Brant,
Mrs.
Ira
who
ha'
summer.
S.
its
Spa
on
Third.
t
and
Beauty
vention
convention
site.
Motel,
the
•
m.
through, home and school and especially about fashions? She's one
The Gentrys also attended the It has all the modern equip- Our bo.,s Whittier Sengstacke, awarded a scholarship
Program," from their Guidance Counselors our town's best dressed and is,
wedding .of his niece Arden& ment to easily lose those "ex- Sr., w a:: there from your Tri- "A Better Chance
the Ethel Walker School in Marie Bradford and Halloe more than qualified to spear,
nay in KC and were fntertain- tra" pounds. So if you're fight- State Defender, his Mattie to
on the subject. She'd really bee,
Robinson.
Simsbury,
Conn.
up
some
of
her
same
as
we
went
up
to
soak
that
battle
the
ed by Cecil Washington who ing
are, pay em a visit.
Chicago hometown atmosphere: And felicitations also to More interesting folks ...I an asset to one of our television
frequent
.visitor
to
was
once
a
'
Mr. Lee Eleanor (Mrs. Warner)lstations.
........
Memphis. William's relatives Bernice "Tut" Lewis is the Carl Morris, from the Pitts- James Fields, HI, son of
1 the William B. Websters mo- glaniorous owner.
burgh Co u rier, Longworth and Mrs. James Fields, Jr., Benson and son Jerry went Good Luck — We're real
Sengstacke Pow Wow ... Quinn from the Detroit Miettkon First Street. He's leaving into D. C., t'other week-end to at- proud and of course sorry to.
"The cynic is one who never!ear ;Smith, Joseph Wilkerson,Jored down to spend a few John Sengstacke, President of gan Chronicle, Ethel Payne;mid - September for Phillips tend the wedding of her nephew see them leave for awhile ..„--,
sees a good quality in a, man,John Davis, Sr., George Isabel,"days with them after the conthe Sengstacke Publications, from the Washington Bureau, Academy in Andover, Mass., via William A. Watson, a dental the Jim Lawsons that is. You
and ne:er fails .to see a bad;Hannibal Parks, '!ke Wilson fab•
held a meeting of his execu- Tommy Picou, Frederick Seng- a scholarship through "A Bet- i student at Howard and Adele know he's going to work t.B-:'
one. The cynic is one who Charles Fletcher, William Fitz- Edna and William spent La- tives at his country home in stacke. (his daughter Frederic- ter Chance Program."
Underdown. His parents, Lee , ard his Doctorate Degree
knows the price of everything gerald, Lawton Jackson, Sher. her Day week-end in Chicago Yellow Springs, Mich., last ha and George Haley were They're both students at Itiv. Eleanor's sister and brother in Vanderbilt University. He'll aland the value of nothing." Os- man Robinson, and Tom Hayes. visiting her sister Florence week. We very pleasantly re- wed recently); Leonadas Nel- erview Jr. High and have col.;law, Thelma and Alphonso so be teaching there. You maY I•
'ear Wilde.
And the sorors of Alpha Kap- Wheeler.
call the beauty and comforts of son and Louis Martin were all loge careers assured them pro. Watson and their daughter MI- recall that several years bat,
LABOR DAY ... fesitivitiesisa Alpha Sorority loaded up in Press Party' ... Stripe Pro- his spacious farm nestling in there from the Chicago Daily viding they are successful at'mi also attended the wedding he was dismissed from that
bade a fond farewell to the cars and buses Saturday afte:- ductions hosted a press party the wilderness when we at- Defender, among others.
their respective prep schools.Hind came down to visit the university for leading "sit-Ins..?"
good ole summer time ... the noon for a "Round-Up" at the at Maholia's Vother night to:
Bensons before return ng to Wasn't it Admiral Byrd who,,
Memphians, Inc., trekked out farm of Soror Priscilla Cochran show off -the freshest sound"
said, "Give wind and tide a
'their Motor City home.
to Simpson's Farm f o r their in Mason, Tenn. Soror Juanita in the musical biz. We were
Lee Eleanor's sister Lucille chance to change?" Sometimes,
thirteenth or fourteenth annual Chambers is Basileus of Beta I real pleased to see and hear
,Jones from Grenada also at- it takes a man 'to push thc,
picnic. This year the congenial Epsilon Omega the chapter The Soul Diplomats" who play
tending the wedding festivities. elements on. eh?
2•roup included subscriptions to . sponsoring the fun filled eve- at St. Thomas Catholic Church
Lee Eleanor reports a very At any rate, we understatur
your Tri-State Defender among fling.
pleasant conversation with Mar- that Rev. Lawson will; do hlt,„
of which the Rev. James Lyke,
the prizes given for prowess at' Edna Gentry also attended DEM is pastor ... Freddie
jorie (lien while in D.C. Marge's dissertation on the works of his
the ‘arious games.
the AKA Bottle in Kansas City , Jones is the leader, and Oliver
daughter Lynne came down good friend, Dr. Martin Luther
Howard Sims, is the president along with the other Sorors we Johnson and Johnnie Weaver
-,,
with her aunt and uncle Eve- King, Jr., if we remember eqr,;
of the popular group of men mentioned last week ... she are among the youthful memlyn and Charles Iles and their rectly. it'll be on "The Philosoand the affable Bill Weathers and her mate William M., had hers.
Kathy who'd been visiting them phy of Martin Luther King."'
was chairman of the picnic, motored up earlier and house-! Also being produced
His gracious and genteel helpin D. C.
by
Other Memphians hosting the guested with his sister Jolla Stripe is Vicki 1 1Slewsnin
Dorothy Willis, daughter of mate and their sons, John,
picnic for their families and -Horton in Kansas City, Kan.,Ishe's the offspring of Evelyid
;Arnett Willis on Alston was Mark and Seth, will accompantr
friends were Louis Hobson, Os-before the convention began oniand Floyd Newsom.
here recently visiting friends him oNt vhsialeotfrletinh re
from New York City where she phy .of Martin Luther Kings'
-4110101MIMININI
His gracious and genteel helpiis a city school principal.
And • Frances and Leslie mate and their 'sons. Joint
Grimes and their son Jimmy Mark and Seth, will accompany
were here also visiting her him to . Nashville for their ton
father, J. T. Lanier on Walker.; month leave.
.
think of Dorothy
' Also here from the East;
Coast was Emelthi (Mrs. Von) and the assurance and encouxJones from Philly where she'agement she gives her eve.
teaches. She slopped with Marie active husband in all his enBradford before going on to deavors we 'are reminded Of
New Orleans to visit her moth- the scripture from Ruth, "Wither thou goest I will go," "Thou
er, Mrs. Cora Steverson.
Marie's sister Helen Bradford : people shall be my people!'
who now lives and teaches in, Rev. Lawson, is pastor of Cen•
'Chicago has fallen in love with lenary United Methodist Chureh
'Nassau . . .she's just back land an outstanding Human
..
,Rights leader.
from another trip there.
—
Nurses make plans for Fashion Review.

of,

—
Erma Lee716guis
Womates-Edisir

GUIDEPOST

Nurses To Hold
Fashion Review
spoRTiNg moc
Penny moc has the smarts! Sharp beefroll
detail. New diagon toe. Uppered in smooth
burnished leather. By Sweet Steps. Groovy
campus shoe-mg. Small price! Great value!

BU

&u

tOe4-

"A Carousel of Psychedelic of Tennessee as registered
Fashions" is the theme for this nurses. ''enibers of the organiyear's Fall Fashion Review, zation represent most of the
presented annually by the hospitals in Memphis.
alumnae of the City of Memphis Hospitals School of Nurs- Miss Florine Rainey, President of the Nursing Alumnae
ing.
The Nursing Alumnae is a and members have worked hard
charitable organization con- in making the annual fashion
sisting of professional nurses show an event to remember.
who successfully
completed This years fashion chairman
the required instruction and is Mrs. Emma B. Fallie. Mrs.
practice in the City of Mem- Morile Hill is in charge qf pubHedy.
phis Hospitals School of Nursing
and are certified, by the state The stores representa this

year will be Lansky Brothers.
Paul's Unise of Memphis. Main'
•
selle. Freudberg's. Sears, and
•
King Furs. And Lyons. Miss
By Carlotta Watson, Counselor
•
Eunice Carruthers, owner of.
Unise of Memphis will narrate.;
•
!
t
The show is scheduled for;
September 13 in the Skyway
Musing: Some people enjoy service relationship
Room at the Sheraton Peabody
Hotel from 6 to 9 p. m. Advance with a wide circle of human beings. But unfortunately;
tickets may be purchased at; in a world that has
not come of age, most peopli
both Lansky Brothers store;
primarily
interested
in serving themselves andi
locations or through any cluk are
member. Tickets will not
few who are nearest and dearest to them. Are you
sold at the door.
--Proceeds from the event
one?
Dear Carlotta:
go to the Kidney Foundation
I have a boyfriend who is 20 years old. He says
of Tennessee. Incorporated,
Memphis Chapter, to aid them!he loves me, but when I do not obey him at the
in the fight against kidney,'dropping of a hat' he goes into a rage. He says he
disease.
Entertainment and
will be provided.

SOUTHLAND SAM SEZ:

51 SOUTH MAIN STREET

As the sun slowly sets in the west the

BIMon Claire
14 North Main

(down.ta.ril

527-3619

(Except Holidays)
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.

Back to School?
Have the best dressed head in town.

Greyhounds make ready for another night

wants to marry me. I love him. What should I do?
Engaged
Engaged:
Dear
The decision is always yours. You may love him.
This I am in no position to deny, nor argue the point.
However, here are some questions to ponder over:
Will you always be able to live with his uncontrollable
i temper? perhaps you have heard of the old song
"Take me as I am" ... and "Don't Make Me Over."
It is possible that today his 'raging' may, be music
: to your ears, but tomorrow it may be a pain in the
' neck. Yet I only say ponder these words, or suggestions, but the final decision is always yours.

set-ups

""—dawatows•Rohm ave.
asatklaad afl

CSS
fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32V2

of fun at Southland. Post time 8:00 P.M.
Admission 500 Rated "A" for adult enter-

vested Interest
14.411
spealaib,size
-1134 111. 2454

tainment.

Wash & Wear

Tapered Wig
rest and
long
matching skirt of
acetate and nylon
bonded to create
tricot ... contrasting blouse of acetate and rayon .. .
great value in
black with gold
blouse or camel
with brown blouse.

$595

100% Human Hair
Tapered Wig
s1095
Long Fall 199

WEST MEMPHIS
ARKANSAS

Afro-Wigi995

Mai/ Orders: add 75a
postage plus 41
/
2% tax
for Tennessee delivery.

Send far Catherine'‘

FREE BOOKLET
of Fall and Winter fashion.

BANK AMER'CARD

LAY- A - WAY

MASTER CHARGE
SUNDA

.Expert Styling $350
.
2.1,4
EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY H111

1

Mr A.,111 10 (Alf Y1401 JD r:HANIPIONS

jSTOUT SHOPPE

DOWNTOWN •
341 30. MAIN
• 327.3434
UNION Ave. •
1992 UNION
• 274-2901
WWITTNAVIN • SOUTINAND MALL • 393-0034

u.saboll000011.000•10.110MEM
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Greer, "is built around the Director Greer is assisted
by
theme 'The Black Experience.' Daniel E. Owens, Chief Ar. . . It is designed to feature ranger and Brass Instructor;
Negro spirituals as well a Marcus Rowland, Drill and Upselections by outstanding black per Woodwinds Instructor
and
aritists."
Arranger; Mrs. Carrie Gentry,
A special feature of this Director of Majorettes
and
band presentation in the Coli- Choreograpber; end
assista
nt
seum will he "A Salute to Mal- with some music
NASHVILLE — The 140-man dent, is cooperating
arrangements
with the colm. Medgar, and Martin."
Tennessee
by Leonard Morton, Nashville
State
University Urban League in finalizing
The two drum majors of the'Public Schools Music
Marching Band scheduled to details for receiving
Superand enter- band are James Fentre
ss
perform in pre-game and half- taining the Freed
om Classic (Head) and Stanley Stewar visor, and Andrew Langston, a
t, senior student who is a music
time shows of the Second An- practicipants and followe
rs.
both of Nashville. The Head major
nual Freedom Classic in Los Among the activit
ies planned Majorette is Constance Russel
l
Angeles, Sept. 11, has been in- is a post-game victory
MABLE CROOKS BODDIE
celebra- of Winston-Salem, N. C.
vited, to perform in Disneyland tion in the Hollywood
Public Relations Director
Palladium
while on the West Coast.
The Los Angeles Tennessee
According to Director of State Alumni Chapte
cision, half-time performances.
r will also
Bands Frank T. Greer, the in- entertain Saturd
ay morning,
The
following information
ternationally known "Aristo- Sept. 12, honoring
TSU presiwill be of assistance in making
crat of Bands" as his aggre- dent, Dr. A. P.
announcements for this game:
Torren
gation is called, has accepted Mrs. Torrence follow ce, and
ing a Far
General admission in adthe Disneyland invitation. The West Area Tennes
see
vance
$3.00
performance there will include Alumni business session State The Memphis and Shelb
.
County Alumni Association cti
Gate admission at Crump
a parade and a short pop, con- The Tennes
see State football Tennessee
Stadium
State Univer
cert and is scheduled for 12:30 team and band will arrive
3.50
by sponsoring a footbal sity is
l
p. m. Saturday, Sept. 12.
game
Student admission (tickets
chartered jet at 9:45 a. m. betwee
n the Tennessee State bought at respective school)
The colorful band with its Thursday, Sept. 10, and
will "Tigers" of Nashville,
11 dancing majorettes is work- deplane at United
Tennes1.00
Airlines see and the Kentuc
ky State
College students (with I. D.
ing hard on the practice field Freight Terminal. They will
be "Thoroughbreds" of the Frank- Cards)
here to polish off for its first quartered at San
2.00
Fernando fort, Kentucky. The game
Ticket Centers — Goldsmith'
will
1970-71 appearance. This will Valley State College.
be
held
Saturday, September Central Ticket Office, All
be under the Coliseum lights in The official Tennes
see party, 19, 1970 at 2:00 P. M.
at Crump High Schools, All Harlem
the classic sponsored by the Los student leaders,
and boosters Stadium.
House and the B & P Travel
Angeles Urban League.
will arrive on the morning of Along with
these outstanding Service (1156 S. Bellevue The Tennessee State Univer- the game, and will live
at the football teams the 170 piece Bellevue-McL
sity Alumni Chapter in Los Los Angeles Hilton.
emore Shopping
Tennessee State "Aristocrat
Center)
Angeles, under the leadership "The Freedom Classic
half- of Bands" will perform in one
of Mrs. Frances Jackman, presi- time show," says Band
Proceeds from the game
Director of its nationally acclaimed prewill be contributed to a scholarship finxl much needed
by graduates of our Memphis
and Shelby County High School.

TSU Band
To Play In L.A.

ifirtinAl,
LuGLiprolidiul
11111:1110E
...TO HELP YOU GET BETT

T S U Game

Information

FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

ER FOOD

FOR LESS MONEY,.• •
AND STILL GET
, vil
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!

er

You can't do as well
anywhere else!

690 North 6th Street $11.950
11 rooms,4 baths, FR No Down
Payment

VA 7V1MAKE NO REPAIRS OR
U77LITY CHECK
1166 Ayers
$10,250
6 rooms, I bath, AebIS $150
Down
1752Carlyle
517.950
6 rooms 2 both% BV/FR $450
Down
369-7/ Charter
$ 8,950
7rooms, 2 bad* Asb No Down
Payment
25YRAR LOAN-YATOILAKE NO
REPAIRS OR U17LITY CHECK
649 King Road
$4,850
4POOMS, I bath.FRIWIS No Down

U.S.D.A GRADE "A" KROGER

1Lcng

See Any Broker

MEAT
DINNERS

ALL VARIETIES EXCEPT HAM

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

ALL-BEEF
CHUCK ROAST FRESH PICNIC HAMBUR
GER
CENTER-CUT
i-LB. PKG.

.

Don't walk on...buy!

4

11.0z.
PKG.

LOAVES

WITH OUR COUPON OFFER!

term 814% Loans

DISCRIMINATI
avilbeNO ON
ANYONE CAN BUY

4vol. $

Doz.94

SI9.050
5450
Down

BANQUET

MELmO-SOFT
BREAD

LARGE EGGS

Payment
25 YEAR LOAN-VATOMAKENO
REPAIRS OR UTILITY CHECK
4606 Percy Road
S10.950
5 rooms 1 bath, Br
5250
Down

296 Vollentine
8
- rooms 2 baths. FR

FORTIFIED

,.

,

41

LB.

4,

)

' LB.

1.89 ,

TENDER, FRESH

YELLOW
CORN

SWEET
POTATOES

in69

RED
POTATOES

10

EARS

C

t

20-LB.
BAG

LB.

FRESH HENS
294
CHICKEN
254 ' - BONUS COUPON
WHITING
344
PUREX BLEACH 94
1
/00
DRESSING
394 4
5 to 7-LB.
AVERAGE

LB.

CUT-UP, MIXED PARTS FRYING

LB.

ECONOMY-BUY! DRESSED
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1970

DEFENDER

clash with arch rival Kentucky Warren McVea of Houston. Me- night. About an hour later inl
In 'the draw for post positionslcareer, Fresh Yankee has
Antonelli's
State are in for an offensive Vea %caught two long scoring manager Johnny
held at Yonkers, Fresh Yankee, moved into fifth spot on the
YONKERS, N. Y. (UPI) -a winner of her last four
bombs to destroy the Re-in in office in the Blues clubhouse a
spectacle.
racesjist of all-time leading money
179-pounder, his senior year. McVea is now call came through that Shreve- Fresh Yankee and Une De Mai, and eight of her last nine, re-winning trotters, a notch behind
Gilliam, 6-2,
completed 75 of 166 attempts a starter aith the Kansas City port had beaten San Antonio two of the greatest trotting ceived the threee hole and was Une De Mai.
v,.
giving the Memphians the pen- mares to ever set foot on a promptly
in 1969 for 1420 yards and 12 Chiefs.
i tabbed the 4-5 morn- Fresh Yankee has raced
racetrack renew thor rivalryrsg
nant
outright.
passwho
Gilliam,
I
touchdowns.
COilICH HERE .
line
favorite. line De Mai, against Une De Mai twice
, gers are slim and his primafy
Friday night at Yonkers race{
Speaking at a press onfers concern now is getting his own ed for one conversion and was BLUES REPEAT
victor
in ten races in is already this season and both
Memphis went back to pro- 1 Whitey Herzog, developer of way in the $50.000 Gotham starts in 1970, drew right out- times the horse from Canada
'nee last week
eittnalwavt Tigers ready for the season intercepted 12 times, has two
trot.
personnel,
and
Joe
player
Mcbaseball three years
totor Inn, John
side Fresh Yankee in post has finished head of her French
opener tonight ( Friday) against first class receivers to aim for fessional
have two champion- Donald, director of Mets' minor
'ennessee State, fie UMW° Memphian
four and has been designated rival.
Marino
Casem's in Maceo Coleman and Joe ago and
Help Wanted
f the press that los it-Wue Alcorn Braves, the defending Scales. Coleman, 6-2, 208 tight ships to show for its Texas • league. operations, joined in
the -1 second choke.
The two head a field of eight
ladders welcome lite-epportu-, champs of the tough Southwest- end. caught 15 passes for 222 League affilation. , The Blues, the wild celebration with Blues
A winner of $732,268 in her in the Gotham trot.
VACUUM CLEANER
a farm club of the New York officials Will Carruthers and
ay to be placedSEWING MACHINE MAN
ache4.4 ern Athletic Conference. The yards and two touchdowns. He
an excellent Met:, spotted southpaw Les . Jerry Foley. The Blues were National Co. Profit Sharing.
le of Memphit:Zatar jf thet,two small college powers col- is considered
to
tackle
Albuquerque
'slated
a
4-0
bulge
after
agers were interested in- add- lide in the Los Angeles Memo- blocker. Scales at 6-2, is the Rohr with
Excellent Benefits. to Hr. Week
ig a 11th- gain, fir next year. rial. Coliseum where over 60,- split end counted on in the four innings ind held on for a the Western winner in the Send Resume to P.O. Box :11
'o be more *emphatic .7`SU ath- 000 fans are expected to attend clutch and on key passing 4-3 win over contending Ar- League Playoffs with the first
Memphis, Tenn
seiien games
Aic director ,•ltaiwird Gen&ry, the Urban League sponsored plays. The tough receiver snag- ansas to cinch a tie for the two of the best of
ho accompanied Merritt from Freedom Classic. Alcorn was ged 29 aerials last season foci astern Division flag in . the series scheduled for Blues Staexas League last Saturday dium earlier this week.
,ashydle to help promote the invited back after the Missis- 467 yards and two TD's.
lemphis and Shelby County sippians drubbed highly rated TINKER GIVES HOPE
The football fortunes of Mem-SU Alumni Association's bene- Grambling in the CoRseum last
phis State which twk a dip afta Classic next Saturday (St. year.
er coach Billy Murishy learned
9) afternoon between the Big
0
;hie and 14ptue1ty State in Get your tickets for the Ten- that number one wingback Stan
t925 UNION AVE.
nessee State Kentucky Game, Davis of Manassas would be
275-1148
rump Stadium, pointed out
Sept.
19
alrgin‘PainPfire
at
2
p.m.
Crump
Staout for the season when a back
at State was even ready to
3250 SUMMER
dium. Tickets may be purchas- ailment didn't respond to treatBy BILL BERO
4)
324-4444
djust some dates this year to
JAKE
FRANI
ed at all Memphis and Shelby ment, took a turn for the b,tBARTON
MARINO
helpful
EXPERTS
the
...
hints
ccomodate Memphis State
Some
from
County High Schools, Harlem ter when untested Gerald TinCoach Merritt knows the
FISHING FOR TROUT? LOOK.
Houses. In Memphis' Gold- ker stepped in to show unex- FOR SUCKER FISHING, USE A
hances of scheduling the TiBIG WORM.AND FISH ALONG
FOR THE CURRENT,FOR THE
smiths Central Ticket Office, pected brilliance.
HEAVY FLOW OF WATER
B&G Travel Services. 1156 Bell- Coach Murphy is probably THE BOTTOM.
We Tote The Notes
SUCKS DRIFTING FOOD *ITO
Boni. Financing Available
vue. Advance tickets cost $3.00 the most satisfied person in the
GOUGES
LANES,
FEEDING
and general admission at the MSU camp since he wasn't opDEEP HoLES WHERE TROUT
gate is $3.50. College students timistic about Tinker before
1-1IDE.
with ID cards $2.00. College workouts got underway. Coach
3316 No. Thomas Street
HOMES FOR RALE
students
will get their tickets Murphy implied that Tinker,
into
cLot-ta
LANE
nit off So. Parkway CCantab... at B&G Travel Service only.
.t a highly sought after track and
•ner transferred but can't take it
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
tth him 3 Bedrooms - Den - 2 Full High school, elementary and football star from Coral Ga:9 I*Olt A.**411f
•ths. Garage As a halt. Ilv, and junior high students will cost
SUITS
• O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
bles, Fla., two years ago, might,
it, rooms carpetted. Will sell equity
$1.00
each.
a
class
donna
FHA. fC' Ogan Realtor o(('
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
fall in the prima
Other Car Renters
4-3373. 3329 Poplar. Res. 963-8246 WI RATED OVER DICKEY
and he wasn't about to coddle
.3-4019.
answer
to
the
MONEY LOANED
411N
.
Coach Merritt. who has sent him. This inference, at the footHELP WANTED
horn.
office.
may
luncheon,
several outstanding grads to the ball press day
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
'.4•44,
t
rrees'
SECRETARY
pro ranks, let it be known that have stemmed from the fact
Carl Carson
scedlent Typist. shorthand netessary
176 & 178 BEALE STREET JA 6-5300
participate
iportence preferred, Must have ability his current quarterback, Joe that Tinker didn't
answers to you.
airmslawasinei
'id Initiative. Good salary and em- "Jefferson Street" Gilliam, is in the spring drills, his track ON COLD PAYS,SOME TROUT
HEAVY RAINS MAKE THE
lOyee benefits. Call Mr. Hunter,
WILL MOVE INTO THE STILL
STREAMS ROILY AND vi,sok
18-4549. An equal opportunity am- , the best signal caller he has season involvement not withSHALLOW EDGES WHERE THE ITY IS POOR. ATTACH ASP*
•oyer.
l ever coached. A few seasons standing.
Ill-STATE ADS
Elinellnelle-0.111041040.1104110116-41e•
back the celebrated Eldridge , Tinker has been the offensive SUN HAG wARME0 THE COLD NER TO`OUR LINE MTH A
WATER A Et tr.
WORM DANGONG ON THE.
'Dickey rewrote the records for class in two recent MSU scrimREPOS
•
BANK
HOOK.sistORK YOUR BAIT
Tennessee State passers and mages, scoring three touchSLOWLY ON 1:14E BOTTOM.
•
U WORK U RIDE
offense leaders. The Houston downs in each of the cbmbat
•
if ousursso
Passing wizard starred four efforts in a variety of ways.
•
4
'65 Ford L.T.D. loodod
years and was picked in the Ole Miss will still be favored in
What
so
ever
Any
Trouble
Si
If
You
Have
•
CAN ,OL, L,sE
44 Flans LOD 6.T.A, 4-sod. MI
first • round by the Oakland the Tigefs' Sept. 19 meeting in
•
SIPS
'45 Mustang
In Getting Driver Licenst
•
Raiders. If Gilliam lives up to Memorial Stadium but the Reb11*
47 Impale H.T.
MORE
•
his billing fans attending the els will now have to set their
Iris
now—
4111W
Cobro-Jof.
'69
defenses to stop Tinker whose
eS Falcon H T. 11-4. Stick 440
with
favorably
compares
p-c,i
47 Mercury Monterey,
CeN V1411 EN T
41210
ay, loaded
6
$1240
OCONS
'44 lAustang, tile new
SS
SIT")14
Chevy
IA
HERE FOLKS LJKE YO,
WEI
4 speed
4
GET PREFERENT/Ar
Termites
JIM McDONALD
SERVICE

Rivalry Renewed

Sports Horizon

f
I

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get McfreDealer!

ItARMUMOTORS

*IsHER

Cleane Cars

CLASSIFIED ADS

358-9300

THAN'S

LOAN UFFICE

LEARN TO DRIVE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

8

MOVING?

Roaches
Rats It Fleas
We Kill
All Bugs

F.)-1 A. & v.A. Cert.ficotes
—Master Chorg• &

Complete tine of
AMANA Appliances!

PRIDDY & BURGESS
APR..
1643 tumor

MOTOR CO.

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates

Issued
BoneAme,cord Accepted—Our Syspe
ts.
&
Chd
eben
tem is Sole to

EVERS Termite'. &
P•st Control System

DAVENPORT HONORED

E-Z Storage & Van Co.

Call327-6033 Any Time

493 S. Main St.

775-1101

SAN FRANCISCO - (UPI) b,
- Jim Davenport, the golden
Jove of the San Francisco
Giants for 13 years before becoming a coach, was honored
by his teammates and fans.
among the gifts was a new car
and gas for a year and a trip to
Hawaii.
_

Savings
Celebration

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS

SOUTH

MIDTOWN

1 2 32 E. SHELBY DRIVE
110111EHAVEN)

1620 MADISON

Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
S6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
U.S.D.A.

tTserre. on both
and :08 Wo,ts

1111101101101110•11

▪

per lb.

SHORTENING

SEALOSWEET FROZEN CONC.
3-LIMIT
12-0A
C230

ORANGE
JUICE

-k Quiet Sound Barter des,gn
Handsome front panel.
concealed controls

85$ PINEAPPLE JUICE
HUNGRY JACK

POTATOES

Neck
Bones
Lh1file

FRISKIES DRY MEAL or CUBES

Fred Montesi Country Style

DOG FOOD 25-LB.

Pure

Advanced air directcn
control
• Pete' Coot POW!q
for extra hot days

fir Washable Germicidical

Filter
-Er Totally eno toted tine-clad
steel cabinet

ORANGE DRINK
46-0Z. CAN2510

SACRAMENTO

14,000 BTU's

romm —
BURGER
3 Itpkg.
imeo

6 LIMIT

Butt Portion

'DISH
DETERGENT

Lb.

Fedclers models

324-4406
• 3431 SUMMER
682-1661
• 5237 POPLAR
NORTHI
. 358-4585
311& THOMAS (HWY. 51
743-5370
• 2574 LAMAR
396-0995
SOUTH
• 4255 HWY. 51

2
kit°
DETERGEN T

ALL 5 'STORES OPEN 'TIC 9 EVERY NIGHT

APPLIANCE
1.. E. GATLIN

R. G. KINKLE

tat

C 0

WE SERVICE

I. I. GATLIN JR.

IL

8,

4

l•

1, 11

Ol6.1.4.

I

BEEF RAVIOLI

King Cotton

ISINCE 1945 5 LOCATIONS

C

BUITONI

SWEET POTATOES 350

18495.

Jubilee models compared to comparable capacity standard

SACRAMENTO HALVES or SLICES

Southern Belle

World's Largest Selling Air Conditioners
'0,amond

24 OZ Bit.

OIL VEGETABLE SALAD 390

BRUCE CUT IN HEAVYSYRUP 40-0Z.
CAN

8,000 BTU's

24495

'34495
FEDDERS,

BLUE PLATE

Fresh
Ground

or more Lb, WP

23,500 BTU's

450

Cut Up Tray Pack Lb.

3-LIMIT

HI C

save$30 save$20

16-0Z.
BOX

BAG $1•99

2-LIMIT

thermostat

save54

24-SERVINGS

Pork
PEACHES
Sausage
HUNT'S CALIFORNIA PACKED 3-LIMIT
2 Lb. Bag 790 SACRAMENTO SOLID PACK
UNPEELED IN HEAVY
APRICOTS SYRUP 250
TOMATOES
BIG 30 OZ. CAN
U.S.D.A.
28 OZ. CAN 290
3-LIMIT
HUNT'S
Fryers
STAR KIST LIGHT MEAT CHUNK STYLE
KETCHUP
290
380
BIG 32 OZ.BTL.

lc HI(forsuoerfastcooling)
end Local
-Or Adiustable automatic

•Ot Powerful dehtimidititatiOil

EXCEPTIONALLY POWERFUL ...
cools an entire floor of most homes where
adequate circulation exists. - —

Prices in the ad effective noon, Sept. 9. thru
We reserve the
midnight Seat. 16.
right to limit nuantities. None sold to dealers.

DEL MONTE

CRJSCO (COMPARE AT 910 2-LIMIT
VEGETABLE
3-LB.
Fresh Lean
C AN ir =rip

Save Big on Fedders, the biggest name in air conditioning. Fedders-celebrates its 75th birthday with
four commemorative air conditioners. You celebrate with precious dollars saved when you buy one
of these Diamond Jubilee air conditioners now!

177.=FireMIEEzittfoiaillatV-'"

center cut chuck

CHOICE

Heavy
Roast

SAVE up to $40.00 on the most famous air conditioner in the world!'

only $28495

EAST

501: POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
CLOSED SUNDAY
i
OPEN 242:1;

MODEM

18,000 BTU's

4374353

2466 Stammer

1

0

a

•

22-0Z.
BTLS.
19'

With this coupon and 5.00 additional pur
chase excluding value of coupon merchant
disc,(fresh niilk products and tobacco al
so excluded in compliance with state lam.1
Coupon expires noon "Wednescl..v
1970,
olq,
,,L11,
..1

1, It W.:CL.

COUPON

4•

